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ABSTRACT 
'l'he purpose of this investic;ation was to analyze 
carbon black dispersions formed. during high speed pre-
mixing at controlled energy inputs. Arsglomerate and 
aggre~ate size distributions between o.1 and 5o microns 
have been measured as a function of enorGY input in a 
laboratory high speed mixer by sedimentation techniques 
usinc; the modified KELLY-tube and an ultracentrifuc;e. 
The addition of '-1· and. 8 volume pore ;ll't of a disper-
sion aid, sand, in an attempt to increase the rate of 
dispersion of the coarsest aggrecates caused a sic;nifi-
cant increase in the concentratton of 5 to 6 micron 
aggregates and smaller sizes. The influence on the con-
centration of the largest agc~rec;ates is small and diffi-
cult to detect from a sedimentation analysis. 
Another technique employed to measure indirectly 
the increase in tho decre6 of dispersion was the re-
flectance of the premix sa~~les mixed at various con-
centrations v1i th I-Iercolyn 1J based l'iPJ:.:J ;]tandard. Bleo.ch-
ine; 'v/hi te. The reflectance values decrease procrcssive-
ly with increasin~ enersy input, and at each enarcy 
\ 
input \'lith increar.:;ing sand concentration. Jmprovcd 
p:Le;mcnt dispersion results mean on increase in tl1e 
ratios of absorption to scattcrinc; coef J'iciEmts for 
the carbon black. 
j, 
~ 
I•,: 'i 
I, 
ti 
k 
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I INTHODUC'l'ION 
. Many properties of pic;rncnt dispersions in the 
coatin5 or film of paints and printins inks arc depen-
dent upon the ultimate particle size, the deBrce to 
which the ultimate particles are age;recated and the 
shape or form of the picment particles. The dispersion 
of dry pir.;ments into suspension i!tedia is one of the 
important procdsses in the production of paints and 
printing inks. Several studies have been conducted 
at the National Printinc; J.nk Research Institute in an· 
effort to gain a better understandinr; of the !ilechanisrns 
involved in producin~-dispersions. 
The particles in a pigoent suspension arc not all 
of one size. The distribution of sizes depends upon 
the method by which the dry piguon ts \wre inanui'ac turecl. 
Generally, pigments are precipito.ted f'rorn aqueous 
solution ancl separated from the mother solution by a 
filtcrin~ process. The picmcnts arc then washed, dried 
and frequently ::::ub,jectecl to lwmmcr r,1illinc before 
packacinc;. "Carbon black pir_;;:1ents, hov1cver, arc pre-
parcel ci ther by partial cor:ibustion or thcri.ml de-
co,rrposition of the raw material, e. c;. no.tu:caJ. ~:a:::;, 
<·c· r 1-· , -· ·1 .t __ .. 1 ,. n.l,· ·1-·· ··1·1 .• r~ 
,.) ),;l\; .. J_(1,1_1_,1 :lC1,:_:l.1.C1J;1 .l.).Li.C 1.l.(l:,:1, ()._ "-
either by deposition in a cool metal surface (channel 
blacks), electrostatic and cycl?ne precipitation, or 
spI"ay coo line; ( furno.ce blacks)." ( 1 , 18) 
The premix dispersion studied in\his work was 
bihctero-dispcrs, i.e. it consisted or a distribution 
of sizoG of primary particles and a distrib~~ion of 
h -3-
:( :,r .. '> ) : 
>:i1:i .·. 
',J: 
,.~, .~ .... -
sizes of agglomerates, ag~ro~ates and floccules.(2) 
The breaking of pi3ment agGlomorates and aggre-
[;ates into primary particles and mostly into smaller 
aggrec;ates is called dispersion. Two kirirl of 1'ore0s-
impact and shear forces- arc exerted upon the pigments 
in a dispersion process. Usually one of these forces 
:Ls important. Impo.c t fore cs precloinina te as a means of 
rnome.11tum tran~:;fer in the case of lm·J vehicle viscosity 
and low pi[!;rnent concentration. '.L'his is called II slush 
• ·1 11 b ,., ·r(' , ,·,,nG If r5rinc. y I J'., .u i;l.', · • . \ on the other hand, the vehicle 
is of hicher viscosity and the suspension hno a con-
siderable solid concentration hic;h shcnr strefj:;es 
would exist. l '.ormnlly shear strcs~es, available in 
liquid shear, arc not sufficient for clc:Corni.rl:..:; prima·-
ry particles to ti·1e fructuru limit point or for reduc-
tion in size of ar.:;t.:;roc;atcs unc1 a[];lomera tos bolo·,, a 
I- • • ']1h t . h 11·1;,]·" ..• ,·,r; ,. t tl ' . cercu:Ln size. . a·· is \'J y . ,.', .,.JJ:J·,:"J S't:,O. -es ·· lilt a JHL-
r1101it :Ln order to be su:-jccptible: to hic;h f3})Gt:cl dir,per--
:.LLon rnust, firf_:;t of all, hnvc a maxi1:m;i1 prirnary particle 
size bclo\1 tlw clcr:::Lred limit. (;'.) 
11 ~r110 cU_fj~ocr;Jion procc:::=; usuo.lJ.y :Lnvolvcr3 L1:JO 
cLu[~Os - narncly the prcrnix:Lnc; and L:ic m:i.llin:; of Lho 
piu;!flcnt in the vehicle. 1.l.1hc prc.:·,1ix:i.nf~ :=; l,o.: ;c: i~, rcs·,lon-
s i l>J.c for the initial \'/t. Ltin:; and the d:L r:; placc:1c !l L; of 
acl:.wr!Jc<l ~:;user,) o:r Jlloi::: Lu.re: on Llw pic;;ncn L uurfo.e<: b;'/ 
Lhc voh:i.clc. 1;u.e to the l:L1n i.l;c:c! crnou.nt oJ' f;lwc1r :..:trc~}-
ncu c;c:ncro.tcc1 to Lhc uy:., 1,cu, o, l,y p,1.r l,j_al ck:\_;; ;l omcra-
L:i.on nnd. (ico.rt;1.·cr).1.l.:i.on (,al;c place in clif.f'ictil.Ll;/ cJ:L:.3-
pern:.r.i;le: piL'.;1,,cnl;:J. 11 (mJJ'l.i:, .J.B. ,J,J.- 1i'hc:::;:i:J, l.cl1:Lc;l1 Univ. 
1 ( )(~.r7 . ,, ) ;u, J.).r:_ 
' l' 
r~i 
- l~ -
Difi'eront typos of mills reduce the: parti;~lly 
dispersed ag:;lomorates and aGc;re0atcs further, since 
with ther;o machines much lurger shear stres:.;es are 
employed t;han witl1 hic;h spood prernixines. 
~l.'he objective of this study was to detor1:1L1e the 
increase of the de~rec of dispersion of carbon blacks 
vJith prc111ixing due to varying enerl::y inputs. 'l1he chanse 
in dcr:;rc,:: of disp·:::rsion was determined by tho change of 
particle and aGcre3ate size distribution and by the 
change in reflectance of a rnixture o:r th8 preri1iz Hi th 
s tanclarcl bleac h:Ln(; \'Jh:Ltc. li'urthor1:1ore the :Lnf'lue::1ce of 
dispcrs ion ~lids f.mc1l as sand vms i~1ves tj_gatcd. 
) ' 
\ 
r_ 
I 
1· 
II -THEOHETICAL DISCUSSION 
A. Particle 3ize and Shape 
NYLEN ru1d SUiJDEHLAND ( 5) describe in their book 
"Hodern Surface Coatings 11 the two main steps for the 
preparation of pigmented systems such as paints and 
printinr; inks: 
1. the wettinr;; of the particles, i.e. displacement of 
air from the pic;ment surfaces by the vehicle during 
the slow mixing in the initial stages and 
2. the subdivision of wetted pi[srnEmt agp;lomerates and 
aggrec;ates in the dispersing med.iu.m. 
The particle size distribution ancl the type of 
particles present in a dispersion deter1:lino to o. large 
.. 
extent the properties of paints, printing inks and pir,-
ment systems in General. Thus the following classifica-
tion may give a better understanding of the 1nechanisms 
of dispersion: 
a) Primary particles may consist of sinc;le crystals or 
many crystallites in which atorns or molecules are 
rec;ularly oricmted. in a crystal lattice. '.11he exter-
nal surfacn of lihe particle iD defined b;y the par-
ticle clio.m8te~c or d.:Larneters ( ani::;o·:;ronic) ancl ;_;'.1c 
po.rticle r;oornctry. 
b) Ar.;r;ro:;a-Los are pr:Lmar;y par ~ic les at·Gachccl at thG:Lr 
surfaces by stronc; cohcsivo. pririw.ry bonding forc<]s 
such tho.t the :Lntcrfac:i.al surfaces arc in:.icccsGi1Jle. 
1i1he :;;m::-facc area is less ·U18.n that of ti1e constituent 
particles. 
c) A1mlo!llerates nro looscl;/ as:.;ocj_o.tecl pri1:1ary oarLi.clcs 
ancl o.c1:;rcr:;ates. 1rhc to l;al ::-;urfacc a1·ea is that for tho 
11< 
'· :f 
" 
,. 
' { 
6 -
constituent u-ltimate particles and aggrec;ates. The 
bonding forces are not as strong as those in agGre-
gates. 
d) Floccules, which usually are not desired in a disper-
sion, arc loose collections of the former three groups 
usually formed during a state o:r rest. Unlike aggre-
gates and agglomerates the arise of flocculation may 
be considered as a reversible process since floccules 
can be dispersed under shear and reform at rest. 
A more detailed discussion is given by BUAN (3). 
B. High Speed Dispersion 
In a diagrammatic representation :PATTON (L}) gives 
a picture of aggregates or agglomerates in a 11 non-tacky" 
vehicle (tack is the resistance of an ink between two 
surfaces which are being pulled apart), stating that these 
will merely rotate under the influence of a velocity 
gradient. f.ut in a "tacky" medium dea5grec)1tion and de-
agglomeration was observed which can be explained by 
viscous drac forces of the medium. ''TackJ.ness' 1 is "de-
ternined by the rheolOGY of the liquid, not molecular 
adhesion" ,(G), and thus "tackiness" and "viscosity" can 
be used as synonyms. 
Tackiness or a relatively high viscous vehicle is 
the first of two concli tions vm1smmG ( 2) recom:.1ends for 
hich speed dispersion in order to deliver tho necessary 
shear stresses at maximum effectiveness. ~L1ho second con-
dition, a relatively high pic;ment concentration has al-
ready boen montionecl. i:·urthcrrnoro a dilr.1 tant sys tern con-
stitutes an effective condition for the intcrparticlo 
transfer of shear stresses. "In tho case of dilatant oy:J-
... ,;., 
I 
l 
f 
,. 
r ,, 
,· 
' 
,, 
/. 
l 
... 
- 7 -
tems in laminar flow at sufficiently high rates of shear, 
the kinetic entities become entire layers of clusters 
instead of individuals, thus j.ncreasing the momentum 
changes involving movement within the velocity graclient'
1 
(2). 
A smooth streamline flow, laminar flow, provides 
the most efficient transformation of energy input into 
shear stress. On the other hand, turbulence causes par-
ticularly good mixing. GUGGENHEIM (7) therefore sucgests 
a 11 cri tical velocity in viscous flow, just below tur-
bulence11 to take advantage of both effects. SCHIESSER 
et al, (1) and BUAN (3) did not follow this concept, 
which, however, was followed in this thesis. The ope-
rating point can be found from a. relationship between 
the power number (Np) and the REYIJOLD:S-number (HRe), 
provided that the FROUDE-number (rTFr) is negligible. 
In a classical paper on 11 Power Characteristics 
of Viixing Impellers 11 RUSHTON and coworkers ( 8) developed 
the following relationship by means of a dimensional 
analysis for mixing: 
¢ = (Np)/(NFr)n = k. (NRe)m ( 1) 
where:. 
Np= (P g)/(9 N3 D5) (2) 
Nli'r = (D N2)/g 
(3) 
NRe 
2 
= (D Np)/p (4) 
with: 
p = power 
u; = gravit;o.tional constant 
i, 
~ I 
'~ ~'}!~f\, 
i'i11i~- ::/.' 
:.~:::: I 
'·:3. 
: "~.' ,, 
',, 
.{I " 
N = 
D = 
J> = 
)1 ·-
k,m 
- 8 -
impeller speed 
impeller diameter 
densiiy of dispersion 
viscosity of dispersion 
and. n = arb:L trary constants 
The PHOU DE-number 1\rr which accounts for the force of 
gravity is unimportant for many cases. Thus: 
(5) 
The critical velocity can easilJ be found from a double 
loc;arithmic plot¢ vs. NRe' where a relatively sharp 
transition between la2inar and turbulent flow tlas found 
at NRe = 300 (8). 
SCHIESSER et. al. (~) claimed that the ''d8gree of 
dispersion depends upon the total ener[;Y input and is 
independent of the rate of enersy input. II The shear 
stresses available in a dispersion depend on the shear 
rate. Thus there is a considerable ranc;e of shc::i.r ro. tcs 
beJ_ow H:lich the r;encratcd strosc;cs arc not SlJ.f.~':i.cio:1t 
to break the boncls of' the a[:c;ret:;ntes and ai2;J.o::~eratcs. 
'l'he dec;ree of dispersion is not expected to dcperf on 
the enercy input alone for this case. ~ 
C. Sedimento.tion Studies in the i iodif ied ;z:e; 1 J y-·-;iu:te 
~nd in an Ultracentrifu~e 
The increase in the degree of carbon black dis-
persion due to varying energy inputs was measured by 
determining the chan30 of tho a~Glomerato and acgre-
gato size distribution. 'l1hc::w curves v.1ere obtained by 
sedimentation studies in a modi.L'ied lG.:;LLY-tube and in 
an ultracentrifuse. 
.! 
. i : 
- 9 -
.'J~he simplest \ID.Y for paI'ticle s:Lz0 determinations 
is baued on the sedirnerrl:;o_tj_on vu loci Ly of thu particles. 
Wl:OIC;~:J' law is the baois for thir.; meLhod. The movement 
of a nphe:eical particle in et fluid is :~iven by: 
V = f/k 
where: 
f = force, causin: the movement 
k = resistance of the medium. 
(6) 
f is determined by gravity for systems with relatively 
coarse particles. 
7, 
f = (l+/3) 1'f r 7 ap G (7) 
\'!here: 
op = density clif.L'crcncc bct 1.1ccn vc i1icle o.nd p::i.r ~ic le 
r - poYticle radius 
l'.' -i·,., ··-'1·J·e11 'b··' "J,v,,, ', .. ..._ i ·,... . . .j ,.J J.1v1i.1.. J J • 
k = 6'ir1l r (o) 
1,.:hcre: 
l ~ vejiclc viscosity 
1
.1 1hc p:n·ticlc::s :,cttlo v1:i.th conr_, i;ant vcloc.i. Ly i.'or 1' - k. 
1
.L1Jrns one ob Lo.ins for the sccU.me11 Lo.t:Lon vcloci 'Gy: 
(9) 
The particlu ruclius is: 
( 1 o) 
·, 
h 
. ,. 
;}• 
.. 
r: 
;. ;..:. 
~ ,.-
- 1.o -
The KJ:·~LLY-tube method is based upon the fact that 
a suspension is more dense than the medium. \1/hen the 
suspension is placed in the main tube and the suspen-
dine; med.i.wn in the capillary tube the latter will stand 
at a higher level. As the solid settles the suspension· 
becomes less dense and the level in the side tube de-
creases. ~he side tube is bent horizontally to a small 
angle ( oC = 1 - 2°) for mafjnification of the level change 
measurement. 'rhe original KELLY-tube (9) was open to the 
atmosphere and thus with volatile vehicles evaporation 
caused a recession which \'las more rapid than that due 
to sedimentation •. - Therfore a modified-KELLY-tube (Fi-
gure 1) was desic,;ned by TAYLOR in 1956. 
KELLY derived an equation by which the weicht of 
the particles settled, i.e. the particles which have 
passe,d the orifice of the side tube at any time could 
be calculated: 
with: 
w = d V i3 sincx. .11 = const•AL h (S-d) . ... ( 11) 
d = density of the suspension medium or the linuid 
in the capillary tube 
S = specific gravity of the carbon black pigment 
V = volume of the suspension in the main tube 
above the orifice of the capillary tube 
h = height of the suspension above the capillary 
tube 
oe = angle between the capillary tube and the 
horizontal 
AL = difference betuocn the ma)dmurn liquid level 
in the side tube and the levels at specific 
times 
I ••. 
- 11 -· 
Knmving the :i.nitial weight of pir;ment in tho dis-
persion, wt, the weii-J;b:L percent :;;et;:,J.c)d iD: 
P = w/wt .. 100 (12) 
The percentage settled, P, which is calculated from 
sarnplinc and r;eometrical data and the varyinL~ level, 
is plotted vs. time. The amount oi.' particl(-;;S havinc a 
size range calculated from S'110J:Ce;s' law can be evaluated 
for the time interval chosen by ODEN's (1o) method. Thus 
a particle size distribution curve can be obtained. 
DUHCuI-mE and HITfnW':: (16) pointed out that it is 
not necessary to calculate the weight seLtled, but ~hat 
the fraction of solid setl;lecl is Jirectly proportional 
to th0 fractional rcc(;SrJion of the meniscus. r~_1hat is: 
(13) 
v,here: 
C = initial conccntra~ion or solid in susncnsion 
0 
C = conccnl;r;;.tiun u11S<.;~tlcd o.L a , :Lven t:L1,1c 
L = j_ni tial level of 1neni!.:;eu::; in thl-'! '.,:i.ci(: cJ.I'Jil 
0 
1
00
= final level of meniscus in side arm after 
all solid has pas~;ecl the orif ico 
L = level of rncni::;cur; in side ar1:1 uL given tine 
For very f :Lne dispersions th8 v2.luo /or Ji00 w_i.11 only be 
reach8d after a V8I:J' long t:i.i'lC. lIO\-Jcvcr if the conccrntr::1.-
tion o.ftor time t could be cicter;,rLnc:l ( Ct) then it uould 
be sufficient to rnco.r-J ur(~ Lt o.t Lhis th1e. r;quaU.011 ( 13) 
becomes then: 
.. 
\ 
' ',. 
~I 
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Therefore, if the initial and final levels of the menis-
cus are measured, one only plots percent settled P vs. 
time t and applies the 1ncthod of intercepts to this curve 
to determir1e the particle size distribution. A more de-
tailed di;-;;cussion or the operation of the KELLY-tube aricl 
of ODEN's method of intercepts is given in section III, 
C, 3. A numerical example is ;;i ven in l;he appendix. 
An ultracentrifuge was used to extend the particle 
size distribution curve to the smaller size ran0e. The 
g-force for the used centrifuge can be calculated from the 
given formula: 
r: 2 
g = 1 .118 • 1o-) · r • n 
where: 
r = rotating radius (cm) 
n -- r p rn (1/min) 
(15) 
r11he procedure l'or the evaluation of the lm1-raui};e p3.rcic-
le size distri1Ju-cion curve is the saino OB t1ith the :::1;LL'C-
tube, e~.:ccpt thut tho standarcl accc lera:;iOjl of 
has to be replaced oy ne~ c-values. 
D. Reflectance Stu.cues 
The property of a pismont ·to scatter li~ht is a 
measure of its opacity, i.e. the lower the lie;ht sc;::1.t-
terinr.:;, the more trnns-oarcm'l:; is the pi~)n(mt, :Lf the pic;-
E1en-t docs not absorb light. 1.l:he contributionu of absorp-
tion and scatte~ing nre largely dependent upon the par-
ticle size or dis~ribution of sizos of the pi~ment in the 
dispersion. ~1intorial properties of a pigment m.::i.;1, therc-
f oro, be said to be cle;terl:lined by the;.:;c two charc1.c terir:/cics 
nar.1ely, absorption and. scattDrin;~ coei'fic:i.unt. ( 3) 
-~-. : 
·k ... 
.I r, 
,~ l. 
,. 
· •.. ,. __ , .... # 
' 
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The scattering coefficient S determines the reflec-
tion of liGht incident to the surface of a material. If 
particles simultaneously absorb and scatter lic;ht as 
with heterogeneous systems the ratio of the absorption 
coefficient K and the scatterin2; cocfi.'icien L ;_; is deri-
ved by KUBELKA ( 12) : 
K/S = (1- R )2/ 2 R 00 00 (16) 
The only measured quantity is the reflectance R00 of a 
colorant layer so thick that further increase in thick-
ness, however great, does not change its reflectance. 
GERSTNER (19) investic;ated the influence of particle 
size of pigments on optical properties. In general the 
absorption of liGht, i.e., the color strength of pigments, 
decreases with increasin3 particle size. The scattering 
is influenced ver·), much b. tho refractive index: 
' " 
it increases initiall.y with increasing particle size, and 
decreases for relntivcly lar~a particles after having 
reached a definite maximum. 
i 
I 
t 
,. 
i. 
'· 
III . EXPBRIMEN1rAL 
The experimental work con;3isted of promixinc; Hith 
a hi:::;h-speed impeller mixer n.nd o.nalysos of. the pre-
mixed dispersion for the deGree of dispersion. Both, 
sed:i.montation and tinting strensth techniques were 
used, 
A. Viaterials 
1. pigment: 
J?.egal 330 R (11) carbon 1)10.ck \JaS used as the pigment. 
'L1he brochune 11 Cabot Carbon ::3lack Pigments 
II by Cabot 
Corp., Boston, Mass. describes this type as a fluffy 
type oil furnace black with high tinting strength and 
high cohesive forces between the single particles. 
1J111ese properties make it relatively diJ.'ficult to dis-
perse. ~L1he Cabot-brochure ;_r;i ves the follO\ri.ne; prope:c·-
i :Les: 
s pee if ic c;ro.vi ty 
tint inc; s tren[5th 
fixed carbon 
volatile content 
bulk density 
surface area 
particle diameter 
oil absorption 
2. l!chj_cle: 
1.86 
113 ?6 ( co!i1parecl to . ,or~ul 1\ 
99. 0 96 
1. o 1G 
which ifj rated 1 oo;:~) 
16 lb/l't3 
. 2 110 rn /c; 
39 my 
25 mp 
(H2 a<.hrnrp cion) 
(112 adsorpU.on) 
(olectrono nicros-
copc) 
7, 
62 cm? /1 oo r~ 
a) '.i.'he ba:3ic chemistry of the Ver.Jamid 9jo poJ;yainiclc resin 
( Generul Mills, }.~anko.kce, Ill.) which \·.ra;J unod n.s the 
;t 
't 
' 
', 
:1· 
:t 
:r 
L 
i. 
. -:;•·. ·. •, '·-'~ ... i.. . 
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dispersion stabilizer involves the interaction of 
dimerizod linoleic acid with a di- or polyamine. The 
molecular weisht is between 6000 and 9000. This poly-
amid.e resin j_s e:Jsontially non-reactive. The melting 
point is 105-115 ° C and the vi~;co0ity at 1'.;>o ° C is 
35-Ll·'.J poise. normal Lmtanol is u r;;ood solvet1t for 
Versamid 930. Th~ reason for choosing a polyw1ide as 
a stabilizer is that the adso:cption of polyamides 
from alcohol solution has been measured on carbon black 
and rutile surfaces and the resin is commonly used in 
flexographic inks. Thus it fits all major requirements 
for inks such as adhesion, gloss, flexibility, hardness, 
moisture- and ~rease- proofness. 
b) The solvent uocd is normal butanol. Its specific cravi-
ty is 0.802 at 25° C. 
c) 'l'hc vehicle usecl was o. 2o v,t.% solution of tho :pol:yrn.1i-
do rcc:iin Vorr.rn.mid 930 in normal butanol. 1!he vi.scosity 
was 1noasurcc1 i1•1ith a r·ota l;ional viscomc·ccr. T'ic;. 21 
shov1s a plot of f"j)uw.r ~.:;trus:; vs. shear rate for difJ'c-
ron L conccntrat:i on:j o.C the polyo.in:Lcic r(:::an. ,\11 s olu-
tions were nuo..rly U,1-;'.·.1 1.,.1rniiun ovur tbe ro.n~,;c oJ.' conci.J·:·!-
trations and shear rates tested. 
j. Stancle.rd Bloachinr,; ':.'hi to: 
The IIcrcolJn Jl- bar~o ;;t;undard IJlGachin.· ':Jhite (NL1.1~I) 
war:3 usod ar., tintinc; bur_;c for U1e carbon blo..ck 1>rcrai.;:es i:1 
tho prepo.rution of t:i.ntr; for t:ie ;;1e.::u::rnrc::n(: t ~s of.' optic:;~ 
refloctance:.3 of [;ho pre11:i.xes. 't.1hc.' J'18achin,·; ·.iliite con~~j_~.ts 
of G5 ~0 bs 1·1cic;h·0 of ":i'loronce \/hito ~:cal zinc o:dcle clis-
porsed :Ln Dcrcul;yn 1J, a deodorized, hycl.1·01 ;cno..tcd, :.1c tl1Jl-
cs tor 01.' ro;.;:i.:n. 
., 
+ 
t 
. ' 
!. ' 
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4. Dispersion Aid: 
,. : ~ ·-:- · · 1. ~ i,,-, •. • -:·". ; · ·r~ P •• 
' 
The dispersion aid used is u sand with the trade 7. 
name Parakeet Gravel. Its density v,as 2.o2 g/cm
7
• The 
x50- value of the distribu
tion is 950 Jl· (The x 50-valuc 
of Ottawa-sand varies from o. 6 to o. 85 mm). Fio;ure 2 
shows the cumulative and frequency distribution of the 
sand. 
B. Equipment: 
1. Hi 0h S12eed. Prenixer and Acessoires: 
A Servall cligh Speed Omni J'.'iixer tJi t.L1 the fallowing 
specifications ',JaG used for the production of the prei::ix 
dispersions: 
motor: 
speed 
o.25 hp, 
115 volts (1-1..G), 
60 ens 
16, ooo rpm (mm:ir,m;,1, .clO load) 
The rotor was a st2inless ~teel disc with G ed~es, which 
\-.1crc C'J.t at +3o 0 (up1:Iard), o0 ar(d -3o
0 (c~o:.n1\:'<J.rd). J.i'ic;ure 
3 sho· .. .rs t 11G 0eo ::et:cic <!i:"1:o;;sion.s. 
Figure 3, 
o. 5 in 1 in Rotor of the Mixer 
rrhe rotor \/as nttac}1ed to 2, shaft \·1:·,ose spo ~d was rnca.s11-
rccl b;y a stroboscopic t2..choi:1eter. 
'.Vhc mixinu; ve:j.sel v1as o. 1~1/ 8-inch sto.:Lnlcss steel 
beakor which wo..s i;1:i;1crsod into o. cooling container. rl'l°Le 
mixinc; v0:j;~el-rotor r..liamcrter ratio of 4. 1;~5 follovm 
·'" 
·t 
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PATTON's recommendations. (L~) 
,;'.'"i-'/'" 
, 
1'he torque was measured with a torque table assem-
bly. A thrust ball bearing was glued with one face on 
top of a laboratory jack and with the other beneath the 
container of the mixing vessel. The assembly was connec-
ted to a dial spring scale (-5o to +5o grams, 1 gram sub-
di vision) (Hunter r:3pring, Ametek Inc. , Viodel T-5o G-·?C) 
by a fine tungsten wire through an assumed frictionless 
pulley. 
2. Modified KELLY-'rube: 
11he glass/hlowing of a IC"SLLY-tubc was done in this 
laboratory. 'fhe tube has the measurements as shown 111 
Fie, 1. It was fixed onto a laboratory stand such that 
the an~le of the horizontal side tube was 1.3° and the 
sedimentation tube was at vertical position. Tha whole 
system \'las put into a constant temperature baLh such that 
the horizontal arm was 1.5 inches below tho water s1ITface. 
3. Ultracentrifu~G: 
1
.I1ho centrii\1::;c use cl wus the Ultr,)_centrii't'i.[;e 1 ;ode l 
B 35 of the Intornatlonal Ji;quipmeot Company (Lecdll,].:J 
Ileights, hass.) with ~orizontal s~in~in2 ~ucket ro~ors. 
4. Laboratory Sieve~: 
To compare the amount of oversize pi(·:ment a(J'rrlo-( • O\.~) 
merates in tho hich speed prGillixes with a corrcspondinG 
value of the obtained particle size distribution curve, 
325 - mesh stainless steel laboratory screens (Newark 
Wire Cloth Company, Newark, N.J.) wore used. These sie-
ves arc 3 inchcD in :iim:wtcr and have LJ.L~ y. aper liures. 
5. Dens:i. tonwter: 
~
1he. \:Jo lch-Jjonsichron (\'I. i-..1. \.'le lc.:h Dcientific Co, 
Chicago, Ill.), a rcflectrmce denDitorncter, was used 
in the rofloctaJ1co rn•,:asu:cements oi' the tinlis 
t 
i 
'~ -,_ 
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( a measure of the tint~1g otren3ths of the hi~h speed 
promi~rns). ~P.he :~rcen filter was us eel in all casGn. The 
instrument was set to 1 oo 9G adjustment ur.:dnp; a sa.,:ple 
of NPIRI Btam1ard J.ncachinf5 1..Jhito (II 1_:rcolyn D base) 
vmen the c;reon .filter was employed. 
C. ~perirnental :erocodurcs: 
1. Sieve Calibration: 
Several laboratory screens were employed ;or deter-
minin0 tho amount of ov0rsize picment particles. For 
comparision of the results obtained ~ith dif:8rent sieves 
these had to bo calibrated, i.o. the rnGo.n aperture of the 
sieveo h[~ to be Jc~orminod. 
~L1l1c widths of 100 holes rro;.1 e:Jch sere0n \·JUl."'8 if':Ca-
sured. wv~_e;r o. uicroscop8 (mo.r_:;nii'ication 500) :_~1110:::;o holes 
vJGre taken frou diL_·ercnt r:;pots of the s icve; '.,jo holer:; 
were me&surGd in vertical an~ 5o in horizontal direction. 
'l1hus nuir1bc1· cli:J tri :mtio::i curves ( cu1nulative - and fre.:iuo :1c:'-
c1:Ls tribut:Lon) of the ho lee 1.1ero o bt~dncd .f:rorn v,hich Vl,-; 
corr·osrJornlim·· x5. - values or the:Lr clcvicr~ion frow the I. · •. ) l) 
propocrnd c;i v0n 11-4 p value, :cespecti vc ly, couhl be dete:r-
rnined. 
2. Prerrd.xinc;: 
The vehicle compof:;i·l;ion of all ;;rcrn:1.xes ·.:as 2o wt /1 
of Versamid 930 which was dissolved in n-butunol by lettin: 
the bottle conto.ininr_i; the mixture rotate in u ball mill 
jar at roorn tcmpcrci."l;urc. 
The pi{~mcnt concentration \·m:-., ]o wt ;6 of carbon blac1·: 
Hecal :;3o H. 1.l1lrn:-:; the overall conccntra~ion oJ' tllc pr(;,,::i.~: 
was: 
3o wt ;6 Rcr,·nl l_, j3oH 
111. wt ,•/ Ver:=; ain:i.ll 930 .,u 
rG \'J'~ ·! n-i.mt11;1(1l ) ,v 
'· 
'• 
",1":/-: ,.·', . ;·.=t 
. 
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Prior to the mixinr.; ·the p:Lc;rne11t and the polymer 
were stored for 211. hourf:l in o.. vacuum ovon. '.L1hc temperature 
was kept for 12 hours o.t 7o 
0c and for the re111ai.ning 12 
hours at room temperature. 'rhe vacuum Has 29. 5 in Hg. 
'l'his preliminary treatment rcr;1oved the adsorbed uois ture. 
An evaporation te.st with Vcrsamid 9jo showed that its 
volatile content is neglicible (< o.1 % by weight). 
The total batch size was 300 gin each case. Addi-
tional runs wore made tJith the prc:1iz composition gi vcn 
above plus Ll)j by vol. 011d s; .. j by vol., respectively of 
sand as o. dispcr,<"Jinc; aid. 
Each series was premixed at different total enerBy 
inputs, however they ~ere prepo..rcd o..t approxiwo..t~ly cons-
tant rate-of-encrt~Y- or p9wer-input; i.e. only the mixing 
time was varied. 
11he d.cs i1:cd. ainoull'i~ of pigment wa.s \'JGighcd into the 
mixin;:_i; vcs:~cl and the corresponding u,.10unt of the vehicle 
\·ms ad.de cl slo, .. :ly with rnanue 1 s tir:r.iw; for the ini Lial 
wetting of tl':c pic/1cnt. 1J.1hc sand di:::;pcr:--~inc; aid \ias ackled. 
last \'/hen it vms used. 
the vc.s::cl was then mountod onto the mi::cr torque-
to..blc o..s:.~Gi!lblac~c urnl the ac;i '.~aLor vms centcn;c'i. ancl locn.-
~ccl a_f_)pro~dino.t81J '1/2 inch o.bovc the 1)0 l;to;n of the con-
to..iner. 
The dispc:;r~.iion vms prciaixcd c.'..t cc, .• 7500 rpm ( corros-
poncling to a tip speed of ''11. 27 m/soc). At conr; bnt })0\'!8I' 
input only the premixing tirnos ho.d to be chunc;od. r'remixinc 
times of 2, 5 and 2o minutes were studied for each series. 
The ternpero.turc in the vessel before the prcmixinG was 
25 ± o.5 °c. The temperature dicl not exceed 31°0 even 
for the hichost ener3y inpu·~ (the lonccst prcmixinc 
time). Therefore a cooling device \-ms not e,:1plo;yed. (A11 
exper:Lrnent with 'l·O wt ;~ of' carbon blnck and (jo vi·L, ,,; of 
' 
' I' 
.. 
,, 
'I 
F 
'I 
f 
·., 
•. ""-·r ~ 
' I 
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vehicle p;avo a temperature of L~7. 5°0 after 2o minutes 
of premixinr;). 1.P.he rotor f3pecd from the stroboscope o.ncl 
the force from the dial sprin~ scale wero recorded every 
minute during the promixinJ process (for the hichcst 
energy input every second minute). 
A new premix-mixture was propareQ for each enercy 
input~ 
3. Sedimentation in the nodifiod KELLY-'I'ube: 
The premix samples ware diluted with a solution of 
o.5 wt% of Vcrsamid 930 in h-butanol to a final carbon 
black concontro.tion of 1 wt 96 be:i.'ore the particle size 
distribuGion moo.surC.Jments in tho K.l!;LLY-tube \'Jere r:mdc. 
Tho opcru L;ion of the KELLY-tube provod rnos t ~3atis.fac tor·y 
for suspensions with solid particle concentrution8 b8t-
wcen o.5 and 1.o ~6 (9) - anti o.9'.J wt% Vcrr:1amJJ. 11.'hc pre-
mix \·mr1 diluted to l;hcr.,o co11contrations v,ith \Tc:rsarnicl-
n-butanol-~Jolub:Lon to nrovont an.'/ po:;r;H1ility oI.' carbon 
black flocculaL:i.oil. 
J.!remL: so., 1pl8r_; \'Jhich \·Jc:r:-c cl:i.J.utocl with pure n-but.:.:.-
nol, and v1ith solui,:i.ons or .:1-bubanol in 0.05 and o.1 \·Jt ~'6 
Versarnid sho\,,rcci under a raicro::;copo n.occules, the nurabc:e 
o.f w:tich dccrca:.:;ocl \'J:i.th incrcas:Lnc; Vc.:rsa:n:i.d. conccnLrubion. 
Hov1ovcr, if the prcm:i.x vms diluted 1.·1:ith a :_;olution \.rhicll 
contained o. 5 v,t ~-~ Versumid in n-bu Lo.nol no i'loccu lc[] 
could bo observed. I 
rl.'ho c;cnornl op,:Ta'Lion of thu r,10LlLi.'ioil 1c,;1i_1.'C-tu.be \-JO.!J 
a::J fallows (sec .1:'i~;urc 1): 
1. \'li l.;h stopcock open, the 1i,a:Lntubo ',·rn.r.., i'illcd 11itll clcur 
vehicle until the liquid :case :Ln the cap:i.llary sidu 
tubo ncarl;y to tho 10\-Jcr end of tlie hoi·izontal soc Li.on. 
The J.evo 1 ir1 'Lll(; r1mintubu was rno.rkud.. 
2. Tlrn stopcocl~ wac clo::;ed. and. the Li.quid. vms rorncrved 
from the rna.:Ln-L1i1Jc. 1J.1t10 cnpillo.r;y tube roina.i.nod fill od. 
. J 
. ,, '' ,/ ~'. :,i; :! ' 
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3. The dilute Jispersion was poured quickly into the 
rnaintube to the level previously marked. 
L~. The stopcock was opened and a tiwar was s~artcd • 
5. The level of the meniscus in lhe capillary tube was 
measured at tiuod intervals. 
These 5 operation steps were done while the tube was 
already fixed onto the laboratory stand and both were set 
into a thermostated bath whose temperature was kept cons-
tant at 23.6 ± o.2 °c. 
The meniscus level was read from a scale which was 
fixed under the horizontal arm of the capillary side tube. 
Equation (11) cives an expression for the \veight of 
the particles settled, i.e. the particles which have pas-
sed the orifice of the side tuba. This equation is baseJ 
on the assumption chut Vw main l:urJe contains only sus1)en-
sion a..n.c1. tho sicie tube only vehicle. 
The above opera:,ion of th0 /.l~LL-{-tuuc in 5 steps 
lea-1s to a ri~;:i.nl~ of the ve'.:iicle in t;he capj_J.lary tube 
to a higher level r;ubsequently to st<.;p :~ wi'iic -, i:::~ folJ.01::cd 
by a corre:;pond inc; rah,e of sus 1.1eni_don in to the J.o\·1er 
part of tho siclc tube. 
lC1'.:LLJ (9) rctiortr_:; of a time of 1 to 2 minu~.es until 
tho meniscus in the capillary tube reaches its equilihriun 
value. He used \vatcr as a vehicle ( viscosity o. o1 p). 
The visco~ity of the Versamid-n-butanol-vehicLc ic at 
least 2o times : ;r~:o.ter than the viscosi t;,,r for vmtcr at 
room-tempcro. turc. '?his lc:i.Jr; to lonc~cr uns tcndy ti1nes 
prior to cquilibriw:1. .1~_:cper:L:1cnL::; shovJc;cl repca l;c,Lly tho.·t; 
about 3o E1inutcr; vrnre required. :10 1:1ever, o.ll nJ.rtic ·1 es 
bi[;,_ ,er U1:u1 27 p in dian:c Ler :rnvc comr>loLcl.i· se Ltlccl o:tt 
before) 3o 1ainu L;l;r3. 
'.L'o avoid. t,he l!r1·01·r~ of thesu G\10 poi,1ts Lhc [1t;c1.il:wn-
tation wo.:::; s ta:d;cd ut l.l tc i;HJ. · iPwm l,:vv J. ( cquil i. Ln~ · urn level) 
in the ca1y' l'Lr ··>,r '[- 1' ' :1, ,• ,, ' "' Io .. l .. l i' 1 "L . 
·. L. ,J..L,, ,l.UC. ..JLl..:.i \\Id.:, , • nc )J . ; iC . 0.L U\v.Ln(S 
'~ - "rt-·~·.'-·"'·.-.:. 
-·22.· 
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o::p~~ratiort steps:. 
_. t 
1, ; .. , As above J ' -'. 
2-a. The maximum level in the capillary tube· c.an now 
easily be calouiated from the known .diameters of 
· .. 
the main and the capillary tubes under the as!3ump-
tion that the side tube contains only vehicl~ .and 
that the main tube is. filled up to the marked level 
(step 1) with suspension. This calculated maximum 
level in the capillary tube is also ma.rked. 
2b. '.rhe main tube is filled further with· clear vehicle 
until the meniscus reaches the position marked in 
step 2a. 
2c. The stopcock is closed and tha liq~id,is removed 
from the main ·tube. 1'he capillary tube remains filled. 
3,4,5. As above 
Beyojid. the modified ..KELLY-tube itself, use is made 
of tv:o auxiliarv reference tubes with each sc-xlim.entation J . 
run in or(lcr to check the values obtained by equation ( 11), 
since the whole method still co~tains minor errors due to 
i'J.uid dynamict, of the r;0ometrical system o.ncl handling un-
certairrtics (s·ee section V). The ref.erence tul?os have the 
same dimensions as the r:1ain tube of the :,todii'ied 1~.BLLY-
tube. A side outlet with a r3topcock is u::;ed. insteaC. of 
the capillary tube. ·.;.:he ref crence t-µ.1)es are fillcJ vii l;h 
the same suspension as the .aain tube. Ai'Jl;c·r a gi vcn tiue 
- in this case aft0r 5 minutes and at. the end of the sc-
d.imcmtation experimentc (mostly bet..-.rcen }3oo and 5000 i:-,i-
nutes) - the su$pension ibove tho stopcock level is drai-
ned and anal:yned for solid ·content. 'fhic }?roc:o,,lure '.:';i V8S 
the \·might of solid not settled- at the time of dTainin(~. 
11.. Sediment'ation i.n tho Ul tr~l1'trii'u~ :· 
'l'he neclimon tut ion ·of smaller particle sizes \,1buld 
tali;e too long in the l(.;::LLY-ti1be with n_or111a:J; r,;ra.vitational 
f • • ' • · I 
·acfceleration. 11.11 u_ltr9,c0ntr:i.f.U:ge ·t,,as ~mployed f,01:. this 
' 
iovler size r.anr;e I The premix samples were diluted with 
·the s~. diluent as above to an ove.rall cuncen-tration of 
1 wt 9~ 6f' yarbon black! 0.9:j wt )'6 of Versa.111.id in n-butanol .. 
. Cylinders C1 • 2 cm inner diarnet·er, 9. 6 cm long ) wore filled 
to a height of 3._6 cm from the bottom with suspension. 
1
.rhey 
wer~ put into the buckets anJ these wore set into the rotor 
of the ultracentrifuge. 
'l'he ultracen-~rifuge was operated at 5000 and 10,000 rpm 
with sarnplin0 timcrn of 80 and _3oo seconds .at the fo;rrner 
speed n.nd 300 and 1 '165 seconds ot the latter speed. 11.fte:c· 
spinning, 1·. o cm3 suspension was removed from the ~op of 
each c:tlindcr \'Jith an hypodermic injection needle, placed 
into an aluininum pan and. immediately weicheJ. The n-butanol 
was evaporated to constant 1:wight in an ovon \·J11ich \vas 
keiJt at 7o 0u. 
5. Reflectance tfoasurements: 
l'lixtures of the pro1i1ixo::.; anc1 Horcolyn D-b:tsecl Ltarn:ard 
Bleach:i.ng :./hite were prepared at dif.i.'erent conccntrrx~ion:. 
( [j CD/c tY1.1JJ:_J): o.o;~; o.o5; o.1o; o.1'.j. 
After: r1d.xin~ in a He<l :Ucv:il :,'aint Mixer i'or 15 ,1"ii1IU-
tes and rotatin,'; on jar rollers for api>roximately 12 .hours, 
the tint samples wore placed between two Glass plates (2 x 
5 in. micro slide) and ~he reflectance was measureJ dire~tly 
with the .lJe11sichron. '.L'hc calibration value for 1 oo ;S reflec-
tance vms obtained from a pu:ro Standard 'Dl~achi11g 
1
./hite 
.sample. ·1·he fl'taxidarr1 ~Hcachj.nt·; i;.'hite· 1·1as as:.:mmecl arbitra-
rily to have} a 100 perccmt .rcfle;ctuncu for nettinG the 
Densichron. 
6. Sieve Analysis: 
, 
"\· Approximately 2(~ of th~ prc!·-ix f.;amplcn W8re \·Jeii::,hed 
to o~1 m3 acou~ucy nnJ then dilutoJ with o.5 wt_% Versumid 
~; . 
'' 
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solution in n-butanol. 'rhe diluted sample was poured 
onto a previously weie;hed 325 mesh laboratory screen 
and washed thorouGhly with the vehicle so that only 
oversize particles were left on the screen. 
The butanol was evaporated first in an oven at 
70 °c for approximately 12 hours. This low temperature 
avoided boilinc of the butanol and thus splatter of 
solid particles. '!.'he sarnple was then dried to constant 
weight over the sallle time at 120 °c (TB,butanol = 117,5°C). 
Screen plur.-3 residue was wei[~hed after coolin(; to de-
term:i.ne the wcic;ht of retained particles. 'l1he aJ,lOunt 
of Versamicl that could possibly remain adsorbed on 
these lar~e car1on black particles was assumed to be 
neglie;ibly small. 
7, Characterization of the Dispersion Aid: 
A set of sieves was uued to obtain a particle 
size distribution curve for the oancl. '.L'hc ap(;rturcs of 
the calibrutud oiaves were: 
number 2 3 Lj. 5 
1000 1GSo 
'l'he v,holc :-.. ict of :-.,croons wo.~:i shaken on a nec1 
JJevil Paint 1;1ixcr for '.J minuto:.i. 'L'hc residues on co.ch 
screen were u::::od. to d.ctcrrnine tllc distribution curve. 
).~ 
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IV DATA AND RESULTS 
A. Sieve Calibration: 
The x50-value and the d
ouble-standard-deviation 
2bx were obtained by the above d.escribed method for 
5 sieves. These values are summarized in 1rable 1: 
'l'able 1 . Xe -Values of Laboratory Screens )0 
sieve 
number 
1 
2 
3 
lj. 
X50 
Cy) 
Ll-2.2 
41.6 
l~j. 3 
1~11., o 
/i·O. 5 
B. ViL;cosit;y afl'i JJL:.:per:,.ion _Da!~: 
26x 
Cy) 
5.9 
8.1 
6.o 
9 .1 
6.2 
'liorquc on :,he l;orq1to-L~1blc, rotur opc:o<l :JJ1d t:i.ue 
v1cro 1ic01ded :Ln 01·d.c1· to cale11lo.Lo thu po\1u1·- and l;ho 
onorc;;y-input J.'or Lll'; hi1 ;h s IJ1.)1;d JJ:CUJ11L-:cs. 
P = 2 'iY r vi e; N / 60 
E = 2 'll' r \·J g N t / m 
= P t Go/ m 
(dyne cm/soc) 
( dyne cm/c;) 
(17) 
(10) 
with 11 = power or rnto of cnorc;y input (dyne cm/sec) 
r = ro.<liun of torque table (cm) 
W = weight ( countern.c Unc l'orce) on Lho torque 
table (g) 2 
c; = c;:L'uvi tationo.1 c!ons'Lant ,., 98'1 (cm/soc-) 
N = rotational apoud o.r rotor ( 1/miJ1) 
]i; = enorr.;;y input pur unit; m:wf::.i o.L' proi,i:i.x (d;ync cu/c;) 
'.~ 
.'·. 
'•1' 
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t = premixing time (min) 
m = premix mass (g) 
The power input was kept approximately constant 
at P = 37.106 (dyne cm/sec). The different energy 
inputs or the different premixing times were the same 
in each of the three series of experiments. 
'l'able 2. Power-input, Energy-inputs and Premix-
Times of Carbon-Black-Premixes 
run power-input energy-input premix-time 
no. (dyne cm/sec) (dyne cm/ g) (min) 
I 37•10 6 15. 88·10 2 
II 37 ·106 46.64·10
6 5 
III 37 · 106 144.64°10
6 2o 
1. Particle Size Distributions: 
One of the methods investigated as a means of 
characterizing the degree of dispersion was the meas-
urer:wnt of particle size distribution curves in tho 
modified llliLLY-tube. 
lni ti ally other methods for r:1easurinc; particle 
size distributions were tried, however they did not 
provide satisfactory results. 
First the Spectronic 5o5, a recording spectrophoto-
meter lBausch and Lomb, Rochester, N.Y.), was used to 
measure the absorbancc spectra of tho diluted premi::es . 
A particle size Jistribution, however could not be ob-
tained from the spectra for ·che follo\'1ine; reasons (13}: 
1. the 1;,avelenc;tll range of tho Gpectronic 5o5 is from 
200 to 700 mp. A much bricler wavelength ranGe has to 
" ,• 
f 
{ 
,',;t 
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be covered for a particle size analysis (.100 mp - 5000 nyi); 
2. the absorbance is rolatively'insensitive to the particle 
size distribution; 
3. the optical properties vary very much with the particle 
size, with the shape and with the density of t;he a;.':e;re-
gates and agglomerates. 
'J.'he ANDREASJ~N-pipette ( a sedimentation pipette) was 
used by removing samples from tt1e suspension during the 
sedimentation and measuring the concentrations b;y evapo-
rating an aliquot to dryness and constant weight. 
'11he disadvantages and also the reasons for not em-
ploying the AJ :DHEASEN-pipette were: 
1. 11 A relatively large sample must usually be removed 
to determine the concentration with sufficient precision. 
'l'his means that a numerical correction must be made 
of the settling heiGht as sedimentation progresses. 11 ( 1 LJ-) 
2. The density difference b8tween carbon black and the 
vehicle is relatively sMall. !!:hus the sedimentation 
is very sensitive to the removal of a sample layer 
and can also cause considerable disturbance in the 
steady state settling. 
Figures 1~ throur5h 7 show the particle size distri-
bution curves. The ordinate, corresponding to "wt ?{; .t::.. 
particle diarneter'' is plotted versus the losarithmic 
abscissa of the particle sizes in microns. Fic;ure 1~ 
contains three curves corrospondinc; to the three diffe-
rent enerc;y inputs. The dispersions were prepared with-
out any sand. 
Figure 5 contains three curves for the lowest 
ener~y input. fhe first of these curves corresponJs to 
the p_article size distribution of tlw pure premix.. 'l'he 
. , 
• 
?·1)1 
,if,,1.:t,., .. ,:·, 
'i ;:i:- .;.,.:: ·"···•·.·,, · •. ,.-,.-:.~'~-:·.-_ ·, 1:,:~:··:·~·-!'~:~,')"'f!'. ~'!'.'\~- ,,.·,· '"t·"'. 
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others are for the premixes containing 4 and 8 vol%, 
respectively of sand. Figures 6 and 7 are obtained in 
the same manner for the two higher energy inputs. Figure 
8 compares the results of one energy input containing 
8 vol 96 of sand with the next highest eneri'_;y input 
without any dispersion aid. 
1able 3 gives the values of the particle size dis-
tribution curves for the lowest energy j_nput. Table 4 
and 5 contain the corresponding values for the two 
higher ener5y inputs. 
Table 6 contains the residue data from all dis-
tribution curves at the average aperture size of 42.3 y. 
and the corresponding sifting residues. 
2. Reflectance Data: 
Another test which is sensitive to changes in the 
degree of dispersion due to varying energy inputs is the 
measurement of premix tinting strength using NPIRI-
Standard Bleaching White (Hercolyn D) as the tintin5 
base. The sensitivity of this method with changes in 
energy input and, as is to be seen from the distribution 
curves, with change in particle sizes \·1as determined . 
Table 7 contains the measured reflectance data. 
The same data are used to calculate the negative loga-
rithM of the reflectance ratio in Table 8 and the 
KUBELKA-MUNK-values K/S in Table 9. 
Two kinds of plots were made. ln Figure 9 throu~h 
15 (K/S) -as defined by equation \16)- is plotted 
versus the enerGY input. Figures 9,1o and 11 where the 
tint ratios are parameters, characterize the pure pre-
mix (without any dispersion aid), and the premixes 
containing 11. and 8 vol 96 of sand, respectively. Figures 
12 through 15, each one for one concentration (U.02; 
' 
~1_,-J\.. ., .; 
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o.o5; o,1o and o,15 g CB/g StBW) have the dispersion 
' 
aid c·oncentration (o; 4; 8 vol%) as parameter. 
Figures 16 through 2o contain as ordinate the negative 
logarithm of the reflectance ratio, R00/R0 , where R00 
is the measured reflectance and R is the reference 0 
reflectance of 1 oo 91>, and as abscissa the ratio of 
carbon black over standard bleaching white. The dif-
ferent energy inputs for the pure premixes are the 
parameters in Figure 16. The dispersion ~id is the para-
meter in Figures 17,18 and 19. Figure 2o compares the 
curves of one energy input containing 8 vol% of sand 
with the next hie;her energy input without any sand. 
3. Viscosity Data: 
Viscosity values of the vehicle had to be lmown 
in order to apply STOKES' law for the particle size 
analysis. Viscosity measurements were made with a 
rotational viscometer for the following vehicles and 
premixes, respectively: 
1. vehicle 1; 2o wt ~j Versamid 930 in n-butanol (3o 0c) 
0 2. vehicle 1 at 49 C; 
3. vehicle 2; 3o wt% Versamid 930 in n-butanol (3o 0c) 
4. premix:15 wt% Recal 33oR in vehicle 2 
(E = 15.44•106 dyne cm/g) 
5. prernix:15 wt% Regal 33oR in vehicle 2 
(E = 4G.6LJ-•1o6 dyne cm/g) 
6. premix:15 wt~ Regal 33oR in vehicle 
') I 
L. 
(E = 71.11.0 •106 dyne cm/ G) 
7. preraix:15 wt% Regal 33oR in vehicle 2 
(E = 14L1 .• 64 •106 dyne cm/c;) 
Vehicles 11. throu5h 7 all at 3o oc. 
·.\ 
,,,.,,.).,'4···.•, 
V. DISCUSSION of RESULTS.and EXPERIMENTS 
A. ~xplanation of Results 
1. Particle Size Distributions: 
In general for the carbon black premixes a tendency 
towards an approximate loBarithmic normal distribution is 
noticable with increasinr; ener~y input and increasing 
sand concentration. 
The curve in li'igure 4- for the lowest energy input 
(IA) or a premix time of 2 minutes can in a semilogarith-
mic plot be approximated by 3 straight lines: 
from: 
a) 
b) 
c) 
o.1 
2 
6 
2 microns 
6 microns 
54- microns 
Thus the premix would be characterized approximately by 
3 logarithrnic normal u.istributions. '.rhe slope of these 
three curves increo.scs from a) to b) however, it decrGa-
ses from b) to c). ~his oug~cst that mainly bi~ a3~lome-
rates (and a~~regates) which are bigBcr than 6 y have been 
broken down by the low energy input. The distributions for 
the two higher ener~y inputs (II A, III A) also show that 
clusters of smaller sizes (below 6 p) have been broken. 
The two discontinuities of cu1~ve IA at 2 )l and G )1 be-
come less noticable in curve II A and are eliminated in 
curve III A. 1rhuD a tendency toward one loc;arithrnic nor-
mal distribution appears in the sequence of the curves 
from IA to III A and even s trongcr to III C in l'igure G. 
An approximate logarithmic normal Jistribution could per-
haps be ob i..:1inecl for pr0i;1i:x:0s with much hie5her energy in-
puts - the ratio of t;he onersy inputs fro1!1 III to I is np-
proximate ly 1o:1 .:. or ai'ter r,1iJ.linc;, uhich is the cecornl stou 
'I 
' :; 
. ,' 
I< 
.,., 
,, 
' 
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in the dispersion process for printing inks besides pre-
mixing. 
The effect of the incorporation of a dispersion aid 
is similar to that of higher energy inputs ( see I;'igures 
5,6 and 7), i.e. the distribution curves are displaced 
in all cases more or less toward smaller particle sizes • 
Curves IA and IB show that the dispersion aid cau-
ses only light displacement in the upper region (>6 p) 
and in the 101.·rnr region (< o .4 p). This effect is more 
noticable in the middle region ( o. 4 p < d < 6 p). 1dhile 
the break in curve IA shows that mainly big agglomerates 
and aggregates (>6 p) have been dispersed , the addition 
of sand causes the elimination of this effect. A compari-
sion of the curves IC with IB and IB with IA leads to the 
conclusion that for the lowest energy input the effect of 
the high sand concentration over the low concentration of 
sand is bigc;er than the effect of the low concentration 
over zero concentration (pure premix), noticing that the 
concentration difference is tho same (4 vol%) in both 
cases. This effect leads to the assumption that e.g. 
12 vol % of sand \·JOuld again increo.se the effectiveness 
of the dispersion aid and thus the utilization of the 
energy input. 1f, however, the sand concentration would 
be increased beyond a certain unknown maximum concentra-
tion, the flow pattern in the premix vessel would change 
to a rotatinc; pluc; of wetted carbon black and sand. No 
shear forces would be provided in that case and thus no 
increase in the deGrec of Jispersion would be accomplished. 
li'or the next highest onerGY input (Iif~urc 6) the 
sand has almost no influence upon the particle sizes 
between 54 and 1 o y. Below 1 o p the off ec t of the dis-
persions aid is increasin~ with decreasing particle dia-
meter. Particularly in the range be(1ween 6 p and 2 p 
' J.' ·, 
,:i . 
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the influence is smaller than with the distributions 
for the lowest energy input. Also at medium energy in-
put the effect of the high over the low sand concen-
tration is bigger than the one of the low concentra-
tion over the pure premix. 
This statement holds also for the highest energy 
input, as is shown in Figure 6. Almost no difference is 
noticable between the curves III A (pure premix) and 
III Bin the range down to 2 P· That also seems to be 
the case for particle diameters beJ.o·.: o. 2 Jl· One should 
note that the difference in the intermediate range, from 
o.2 )l to 2 y is only based on one point at 0.1~ Jl· 
It was stated that the effect of the incorporation 
of sand is sir.1ilar to the effect of higher energy inputs, 
as is sho\'m in Fi~1;ure 8. The curve IC ( 8 % by vol. of 
sand) is displaced from IA (nqsand) toward curve II A 
(no sand), characteristic of the next energy input. r:i:he 
ratio of energy input II over I is approximately 3:4. 
Thus it can be assumed that a curve with an enerc;y in-
put of 2xI would partially coincide or at least be ap-
proximated by curve IC. The same trend can be observed 
at the hicher enercy level. 
The dispersion aid has almost no influence for 
energy inputs II and III in the population of partic-
les larger than 6 p, however, the population of the 
smallest particles is increased. The latter population 
can only be derived from the bigGer agglomerates which 
have been broken, due to the incorporation of sand; 
therefore the nwnbcr of the bi[J;er particler:; rnust de-
crease, iJ.1110 only expected incremental decrease has to 
be much smaller than the increm.::mtal increane of the 
smaller particles since many s111all make up one big par-
ticle. rJ:hiG effect cannot be read from Fir;uro 6 and 7 
,,_,,,,· 
·.) 
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,and is even in contradiction with Fic;ure 5 . .A.n explanation 
for the first two cases is that the gravimetric sedimen-
tation method might not be sensitive enoup;h to measure 
this small decay and certainly that the scale of the 
curves in the uppor region is to small. A ti-:ied plot 
havinG an ordinate in the probability scale, causing a 
blow up in tho upncr resion, did not bring any further 
information. 
In general we can postulate that the effect of a 
dispersion aid like sand decreases with increasing energy 
input and in all cases appears to increase the population 
of particles smaller than 6 Jl as opposed to selectively 
eliminating the larc;est agc;regates. 
A comparison of the sifting residues with the corres-
ponding values from the particle size distribution shows 
that the sieve analysis gives values in every case. vlhile 
the agreement for the lowest energy input can be consi-
dered as GOOd (deviation is ( 1>; absolute) this cannot 
be said for the two next energy inputs. une reason besides 
the inaccuracy of the distribution may lie in the experi-
mental procedure. lJormally a swins-vibrator not available 
here is applied for wet siftinG in this particle size 
range. (2o) 1J_1hus the residue was bigger than it vJOuld 
have been if all particles of tlle aperture size v10uld 
have had a chance to find a correspondinc hole. '.L'hat con-
dition is not fulfilled by thoroughly washinG wiLh the 
vehicle. 
The sifting residues itself in dependency of enerGY 
input can be compared with reGults or experiments by 
i:>CHIE:3SJH ~ 1) and. DUAN (3). SCHIESSK1 found for titanj_u:n 
dioxid.e and m:i.lori blue' that the concentration of over-
size agc;lornero.tes (>l[-11- p) vb.rics hypcrbolj_cally v,ith the 
enercy input. I1he same s·~o.to:nont i;;as found to be truo for 
co.rbon bl~1.ck, nc2;0.l. jjo lL 
'1 
I' 
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2. Reflectance Data: 
The ·plot (K/S) versus the energy input has the 
advantage of givin(5 strair.;ht line-relationship, when 
the ratio g carbon black/g Dtandard Bleachinp; V/hi te 
(hereafter g CB/g StJ3W) is used as a parameter. An 
increasing (K/S)-line is aequivalent to a decrease 
in reflectance R , as easily can be seen from the 
00 
relationship: 
K/S = (1-R ) 2/2 R 00 00 
(16) 
The straight lines are expressed in terms of slope-
ratios based on the minimum slope of all appearing slo-
·111.:)S in order to conpare different curves. 
The highest reflectance values, thus the lowest 
l(/S-values, arc obtained, as expected, for the smallest 
;:;itio of c; CB/c; :::;t 1;1;J. rrhe curve for a pure pre;;mix ( with-
ci ut sand) shows the smallest slope, the reference slope 
(i·'iesurc 9). 1.L'hc slope-ratios of the premixes for the 
, 1 ifferent tint in~; ratio:j arc : ·;i ven in Table 1 o. 
The slope-ratios for LhP- pure premix (:l?ic;ure 9) and 
r;JLe one contaj_ninr.:; 11. vol 5h of saml (iic;urc 1 o) are aJ.::1os t 
equal, while the slope-ratio for the 3 vol% of sand-
1rcmix (Fi~urc 11) does not fit in a scheme at all. The 
I1umbcrs are not COii!paro.ble with the othcr!"j an} there is 
rven no trend in the sequence of these numbers. The slo-
pe-ratio for o .1 o c CB/c; Dt1.n·J appears to be too hic;h nnd 
the one for o .15 c; CB/c ~;tB':/ seems to be much too low. 
A possible experimental error i:j discussed later in this 
r.rnction. 'rhe slope-ratios in Fi[';urc 9 and 1o are o.lmost 
equal, however, thu initial K/:J-value of' the curve - at 
Lhe lowest onerr;;y input - is hi:·;her for tho curves co:c-
J~espondinu; to lihc preinix conto.inin(5 11. vol 7G of sand. 
'.11he reflectance R00 hus a r.1aximm11 for tho pure premixes 
,) I 
,r, 
.~. 
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and is decreasing with an increasing incorporation of 
sand. 1l1his is an expe-cted tenrlency since the sand caused 
at all energy inputs a better dispersion,i.e. smaller 
CB particles in comparison to the pure premix as was seen 
above from the particle size distribution curves. Thus 
this tendency is in agreement with the particle size 
analysis. J."igures 12 through 15 show that the slope for 
the 8 vol ;~ of sand-curve deviates considerably, i.e. is I 
bigger except for Jtigure 15, from the two remaining slopes 
which are almost equal. A full explanation of this fact 
has not been found. J.t is known in general that the 
influence of small particles upon the reflectance is much 
bigger than the one of big particles. The particle size 
distribution, however have only been determined down to 
o.1 µ of carbon black particle diameter. The influence of 
particles bet1:Jeen 25 mµ,the diameter of a sinc;ular par-
ticle, and 1 oo m )l = o .1 p. is not known besides the fact 
that the distributions in this range a.re unknown. 
1 1he plots of 11'ic;ures 16 throu0h 2o \vere chosGn because 
a pure reflectance-ordinate resulted 111 a logarithmic re-
flectance decay which, however was difficultly to survey. 
An increasing - log (R
00
/R
0
) - curve is aequivalGnt to a 
decrease in refl0ctanco R
00
• ·c·he observed general tenden-
cy is a decrease in reflectance with increasing energy 
input and for constant energy input a decrease in reflec-
tance with increasinr; sand concentration. 
It was tried to obtain specific lK/S)-values for 
pure carbon black prc11ixes related to a wei;3ht unit of 
carbon blac]c in the tinting ratio. Since the (K/S)-value 
of pure Standard Ble~1.chin;.:; :1hi-te is ncgli[iibly small in 
comparison to the one for the carbon black premix, the 
obtained. (JC/S )-values had to be divided throuc;h by t;he 
differen·~ tint ratios. A plot of (K/S) 8 pecific versus 
the ·bint ra-t,io wo..s c:-:pected to show horizontal lines with 
'1 
! 
' . .. , 
•, 
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increasing (K/S)-valu0s for increasin:~ energy inputs. 
'l'he zero-slope of these lines would indicate the in-
dependency of the (K/S)-values of carbon black ure~ixes 
on the tint ratios. '.L1he pointn obtained in this manner, 
however scattered so much, that no individuel lK/S)-value 
for a premix could be found. '.L1heref ore, the plot of (K/S) 
versus enersy in1)u-l:; was chosen (:I?igure 9 through 15). 
une minor explanation is givernby the fact, that K-values 
and S-values are additive, however not lK/S)-values. 
If the tj_nting strenghts of t\,JO components of a mixture 
\ 
are v(ry much different U~/S)-values are approximately 
additive. 1.rhe (!{/S)-value of ,Standard .!:\leaching White was 
assumed to be nersligible, since lihis material was chosen 
as 10096 reflectance reference material. Hormall;y one 
refers to Baso4 as 100?6 reflectance material, in which 
case the reflectance of Standard Dleac:-iinb 'dhite is con-
siderably smaller (an exact value vms not knO\·m), i.e. 
the (K/fl)-value of Jtandard Jleaching Jhite is not ne-
c;ligible. 
In ardor ·co corn.-oarc these rei'lec ;~ance rneasur·er;ien-~s 
better a combination of the pr8vious nlots vias used in 
Fi1;ure 2o. The curve:~ IC ( J.oucs t en ere? im:mt, 8 vol ;~ of 
sand), II A (intermeu.iatrJ energy input, no sand), 
II C (intermediate encrc.Y input, 8 vol 1o of oan,_t) o.nd 
III A lhir,hest energy input, no sand) are compared. 
II A has constantly the lo~est ordinate - and thus the 
hi~hcst reflectailce-values. That neans that tho incorpo-
ration of 8 vol 5o of sand in co;.1bination v1ith the lm·Jcst 
energy-input has a much b:L1;0cr effect upon the r0i'lcctai:ce 
than the intcrr:iell:i.atc encr;_;y input. ,-..iurprL::i inc; ifJ the Inc ·c 
that ·cho curve::s IC and II C beyond a rutio of o. o3 g CB/ 
~ StB\'J almos ~ co:i.ncicle. r.o· theoretical e):plo.na ~ion has 
been found. ·,.'his could be part:Lc.tlly due to an exper.i.men-
tal erro.C', \'Illich will be cliscu::;sed. lat,:r. Cornparison of 
., 
< 
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the curves IC, II C and III A show an intersection at 
about o. o7 g CB/g StB\:/. iigure 8 sh0ws the combination 
of the corresponding particle size d,istribution curves. 
there the curves 1I C and 1II A seem to intersect at a 
. particle diameter of o.1 p; however, there is always a 
considerable difi'erence between those tvrn curves and 
curve IC. 
The relationship between the particle size distribu-
tion and the corresponding reflectance is not always ob-
vious. Hm·,evcr, it can be said that reflectance values 
are more sensitive to changes in carbon black pigment 
dispersion than particle size distributions. 
3. Viscosity Data: 
The flow curves in F'iE_~ure 2'1 are of 2 different types: 
1. The curves for 2o \•Jt 96 Versamid 930 in n-butanol ( ve-
hicle 1) at 30°c (I) and 49°0 (II) and the curve for 
30 wt ;·S Versamid 930 in n-butanol (vehicle 2) at 3o
0
c 
( III) show NE\"!TONian-bchavior. ,'Jo does the curve for 
15 wt (11 Hec;al 330 
T) in vehicle 2 for the loVJest ener~sY ;o 1L 
input E 15. 08 1110 
6 (dyne CiTI/C) (IV), which is unex-
= 
pected.. 
2. 'l'he curves for mixtures of the same composition, hov,-
ever premixed v;i th hiL;her energy inputs show BIHGLA.I:!-
behavior. 'J'he follo1:1j_nr~ yield-stresses t 0 are read 
from the ~;raphs: 
L~6. 6Li. 106 (dyne cm/ g) - 'r 7 dyne/cm 
2 (V) 
E = = 
6 
0 2 
E = 71 • L~o 1o (dyne cm/ g) -t = 9 dy
ne/cm (VI) 
0 
6 
2 
=1 /!.I+, 6L~ 1o (dyne cm/ fi) to 1o dyne/cm (VII) E - = 
The lowest shGar rate was 7 ( 1/see). '.L'hus the flow 
curvGs had to bo oxtrupola·~ed from the constant slope of 
·bhe memmrecl values. A minimu., 1 shear rate of 7 ( 1/ sec) 
however', is not cunshtore(V~o be .small enouc;h for mea.surin::_; 
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yield-stresses in ·this viscosity range. With hi~her 
energy inputs the yi~ld-st~ess)a property of all prin-
ting inks, is expected to increase. However, it cannot 
be predicted from these curves that the BINGHAM-charac-
teristic will be preserved. Flow curve III, corresponding 
to the lowest energy input appears to be NEWTONian. Its 
premix, however, is a suspension and thus is also expec-
ted to show a yield-stress. The rotational viscometer 
was probably not sensitive enough to record such a value. 
The BINGHAVi-yield-stress is defined as an extension of 
the straight-line position of the stress versus shear 
rate curve. Since the measured points fit a straight line 
very well the yield-stress in this case has to be assumed 
to be negligibly small. (15) 
B . .Qfi tic al Consicierations of Theory and Experiments 
Probable sources of errors and their influence on 
the evaluated results are discussed in ardor to appre-
ciate these results and observations. 
1. ·ir...,1i·ai·t-- of c~r. 10'1 Ec,, la11· V u.. 4.. Ly . i..J .L .f_\ •.J ~ ,'. • 
STOKES' lmJ, derived theorGtically, is based on 
several asslu,1ptions (14-, 15) oI which 3 are certainly 
not fulfilled. 
a. the particles are true spheres and are smooth and 
rigid; 
b. the particles are independent and not associated in-
to floccules; 
c. the particle is of sufficient size to be unaffected 
by the kinetic motion of the molecules of the sus-
pcncling liquid. 
The sin~ular carbon black po..rticlcs are approxima-
tely· sphericu.l, however, l;he amount of sin:•;ular particles 
in the 
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different premixes iE; Sii!all, an is soc~n fr.om ·t;hc diGtri-
bution curves. Agglomerates and ac;Gregates are the pre-
dominant form of particles present in the preMixes. ~rhe 
lack of a shape factor makes it difficult to take this 
fact into considcraU.on. A lower natural liwi t of the 
applico.bility of S'l'OKEi3' law is o .1 p., as applied in this 
evaluation, because of convection due to vibration, parti-
cularly in ccntrii'u:;al r:;edirnentation v1here vibration re-
sults from slight unbalances of the centrifuge arms (14). 
2. Graphical Inaccuracy in ODEN's Method of Intercepts: 
By means of equations (12) or (14) the weic;ht percent 
settled of carbon black P can be calculated.Pis plotted 
versus t, where nor;r1ally t is used. in three dif f crent 
scales; o-Go min, 0-600 min and o-Gooo min. The curve for 
an abscissa scale fro:11 0-600 m:i.n contains of course · the 
one from o-Go ;!1:i.n; and the curve for t fro.rt o-Cooo min 
contains thu two other ones. (1his cun be seen in graphi-
cal detail in the aprendix.) The splittinc of the abscis-
sa into this three steps is done because of better accura-
cy at mnallcr t-valucs. :L1hc l~otal percent settled. J? a·t:; o. 
certain time is Givan by: 
P := S + t ( d.P/clt) ( 17) 
where ;_~ is corrccporn1int; to narticlus larc;c onoue)1 to 
have completely settled from the Lop of the column and 
t (df/dt) o.re tho:;e sn1allcr part:i.clcs v1hich v;cre initial-
ly loc:.t Led at inL,CriilCtliutc pointf; and huve se Lt led at t!Jir:, 
time. Jn orrler to c~vo.luatc f3 o. ~,trO.ii}Jt lin:: (cqu. ('17)) 
ho.s to be d.r:.1.wn tunc;cnt to tho J> ( t) curve. '/he biGc;er :;be 
time t the :nore scn::,:LL:Lvc Lhe :LnturccpL 8 becomes 'Lo the.: 
tanc~ent, v1hic11 :i.~; d.uc to the uptical :·;e.1tLl :i U.v .i. ty of the 
user. 'Jhus an cl'r-or ;.;ourcc if] hic:dcn :i.n d1·av1in 1·: tlwsc t:.:.n-
gents. 
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3, Assumntion of Polymer Adsorption: 
The sedimentation studies in the ultracentrifuge 
have shm·m that polymer is adsorbed at the carbon black 
surf ace. ·1'his f ac ·L was proved by. evaporG. tion exnerimen ts 
and evaluation of mass balances. An adsorbed monolayer of 
Versamid 930 docs not ·,riake a sir.:;nificant contribution in 
the :i)article sizG rru1E;e settlinz in the J{ELLY-tube, hov1-
ever it does in the ranGe of the ultracentrifuge. The 
evaluation of thG ultracentrifuge-experiments is based on 
the assur.iption that 180 mg Versamid 930 are adsorbed by 
1 g carbon black i{ec;al 330 H. This assumption seems to be 
justified by a work of SCHIESSJ~R and coworkers. (17). They 
investigated the absorbance of ?olyamide E, i11W = 8500, 
on carbon black Elf 5, particle cliru;ieter 27 mp. The cor-
respondinc; data for the investic;atecl system are: Versamid 
930, M. \'L = 6000 - 9000, carbon black Her;al 330 R, partic-
le diameter = 25 m µ. SCHI.SSSER et al. used tho same sol vent, 
n-butanol, and found an equilibrium absorbance value of 
180 me; polyamicle per 1 r; carbon black. :Jecause of the phy-
sical similarity of the systems this value is also used 
here. A re[,;arcJ of the uono1:iyer thickness, uhich is of the 
order of macnitudc of 2o Xis not necessary, since that 
would not influence the amount of a certain particle size 
settled before the third siGnificant fi~ure. 
LJ.. Experimentul Inaccuracies: 
Several sources of minor experimental errors, which 
in case of surn:;1ation coulcJ_ bqcol1siclerable, v1ill be <lis-
cussod in this chupter. 
1l'he pulley throur;h ',Jhich the tunzs ten wire ( diaii~ote:c 
o. 25 mm) is po.ssed conncctinc; the torque table to the s1)rin~ 
scale, and tlw thruDt ball l>so.r:i.n~~ cuppo:ctin;_:; the tor(}ue · 
table o.ssornbly were both as~:umcll to be i'ric L;ionlc:.;s. 
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BUAN (3) however reports that the actual friction resis-
tance encountered in alrriost an identical se.t-up was found 
to be about 5 grams. 
'.L'he advantage of the modified KELLY-tube and the 
ultracentrifuge buckets is their protection against evapo-
ration of the volatile solvent. uowever, there is no such 
protection during the prem1x1ng stage. farticularly for 
the longest premixing time (2o min) the evaporation of 
n-butanol could cause a slight change in the vehicle con-
centration. BUAN (3) reports a maximum increase in pigment 
concentration due to evaporation of the solvent of 1.79 wt%. 
DUNCOMBE and WITHRO\-/ (16) investigated the tempera-
ture sensitivity during a sedimentation in a WIEGNER-tube, 
which operates on the same principle as the ielly-tube. 
they observed that, when the temperature of the thermostat 
varied by more than 0.02°c, a variation in the position of 
the meniscus was recorded. 1n this case a temperature chan-
ge of 0.2°0 was measured. The influence upon the particle 
size distribution in the higher range (d > ca. 1o p) is cer-
tainly ne~ligible. However the sensitivity is increasins 
with time and thus with decreasing particl0) diameter. 
'l'he drainage of the rei'orence tubes contains another 
error possibility. the pie51nent particles which have a hic;her 
density than the v:.ehicle (~9 = 1.0 1j7 r;/cr:13) do not follm·J 
the samu streamlines Lhe vehicle molecules are taking du-
ring the drainace. Therefore a small amount of pigment 
particles is exposed to higher centrifugal forces and will 
not reach the orifice. '.L1hus the CB-concentration of the 
drainage is slic;htly too small. 
'l'he thickness of the tints (rremi:x:-Standard Blcachinc; 
·\vhite) variccl frorn one tint to another. All tho tint lay-
ers were cor~letely opaque, however the invariance of a 
reflectance value waG certainly not guaranteed in each case. 
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Thus the actual H -value was not measured all the time 00 
(R00 is the reflectanco of a colorant laye
r so thick 
that further incr8ase in thicknc::ss does not sic.;nificantly 
chanL~e ·Lt:; ref lectanco). 'l'his might partial ls oe the 
reason for the probably unreasonable values for the re-
flectancc:s of the tints of the highest-cnergy-prernix:cs. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONU 
~he following conclusions for the particular system 
studied can be drawn: 
1. 'l1he carbon black particle size distributions show a 
tendei1cy toward a logarithmic normal distribution with 
increasing energy :Lnput. 
2. The effect of the incorporation of a sand dispersion 
aid is similar to an increase in energy inputs, i.e. 
the distribution curves are in all cases displaced 
toward smaller particle sizes. 
3. The effect of the high over the low dispersion aid 
concentration is bigger than the one of the low con-
centration over the pure premix (note, the concentra-
tion difference is equal in both cases, 4 vol.% of 
sand). 
1.~. the effect of Lho sand clir:;pe:csion aid dec1"eases with 
incroasinG enerGY input anQ in all cases appears to 
ii1crease the populcd;ion of particles Sli;aller than 6 Jl 
as opposed to selectively eliminatinc the larsest 
5. The concenl;rat:i_on ol' oversi~e c8.rbon blacl:: al;t';lomerates 
(> 42 p) varies hyperbolically with L1creasinc enerc;y 
input. 
G. The reflectanco n has a maxir:1Uin value for the lovrns t 00 
ener(j;y input and is decreasinr_; with increc1.sing particle 
size. 
, 1? •. 'l'he reflectJ.nce R00 is decrcasinc; with i
ncrea~~ing 
energy input antl increaJinc dispersion aid concentration. 
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8. Reflectance values are 1i10re sensitive to the degree 
of dispersion than particle size distributions. 
1-'urther investigations seem to be necessary as a conse-
quence of the results gained from this VJork. 
Reconunendations for further experiments are presented, 
in order to increase the understanding of pi[:;ment dis-
persion mechanisms and interactions: 
1. A hi~her Qccuracy in the coarse particle sizes of 
the clistribu~ion curves irJ desirable. A wet sifting 
technique (excludinr; the errors of VB 4) is recom-
mended for ascrecate sizes down to 2o u. 
2. Information about the influence of sand concentra-
tions 8 vol ;6 could an~_,wcr questions about the uti-
lization of the energy input. 
3. li'urthc:r crnrl be Ltcr information about the optical 
properties of carbon black lif'Cmixes is needed. DaSO~-
ar_; r8f crcncc white is rc;cor1uricmJ.oil rather tho.n NPIRI-
BtancJ.ard. :ncac11 in;-; .Jhitc for caininE; ( K/8 )-values of 
prc1:d.:~c:_:;. ::_1]10 nrcqi:z: so.mole for tho roflcctancG rnoa-
~mrencmt:J :~hould. not be covered bJ a ;1.:J.ass plJ.te in 
orclcr to prcv8,rl~ incomplete ·,:iettin'.:; of tlJ:i.s pl:.lto 
and nol; t;o :r8;;;a:t'u. t;llu rcJ.'ract:l.vo ind.ecz of tlle plate. 
11 .• FELDEH's (21) thcorcticall! derivocl relationship 
bctveen th~ truns1nittunco and tho particle size 
distribution of the carlion black pir;JJ1c.mt could be 
compared with the obtained dir:Jtr:Lbutions by sriectro-
photomcter experiment~;. 
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Figure 2. Cumulative and Frequency Distribution of the Sand Dispersion Aid 
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Figure 7. Influence of Dis~ersion Aid Concentration
 on Particle Size Distributions of Carbon B'\ack Prem
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Figure 8. Effect of Dispersion Aid and Increasing Ene
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B. Tables of Results 
Table 3. Particle Size ·.1Jistributj_on Values for the 
Energy Input E = 15.88•106 (dyne cm/g) 
d ) 
Cp) A 
o.1o4 o.1 
o.2o? o.8 
o .'+o 
1,97 
2.07 
2.20 
2.Y!-
2 • LJj 1o.o 
2.50 
') 7~ 
,_. ) 13,5 
3,03 17.7 
3.31 2o.5 
3 .1.~2 
),55 2i+ .1 
3,86 27.2 
4.o9 
11 .• 27 32.s 
1!-. 85 L~1, 6 
5. 51 50.6 
5,79 
wt. ~6 < d 
B ('+ vol ?6 sand) 
1.1 
1.6 
2.1 
8.5 
10. 0 
12.2 
14.4 
1'7.8 
23.1 
31. 7 
9-3. 3 
51.5 
58.o 
C (8 vol% sand) 
3.2 
3.9 
5.3 
16. 3 
22.2 
,, ' 1 t:: 'J. 
-, '} 7 )Lo 
33.o 
43.2 
W?,6 
'J'' 2 . -,- . 
'/). 5 
·l I 
1.? 
.. 
.·,,'~ 
' t
i 
·i 
,..; 
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d wt. 96 < d .·."! 
.'-~:i 
,·:, 
(p) A B (4 vol 9~ sand) C (8 vol 96 sand) '·! 
' 
:1 
: l 
6.10 58.o {. ~ \. 
6.76 62.8 62.9 63.3 
:·y 
7.69 65.5 65.9 66.2 
·:·~ 
i"i 
. 
~ 
8.63 69.8 70.0 69.9 f ,!. 
·; 
9.52 71. 3 
,. 
9. 91 72.2 72.2 
'j 
11 . 21.J- 73.8 711 .. 4 76.0 
12.9~ 79.0 79.1 
1?.23 31. 5 83.7 83.9 
•· 
21.35 38.o 88.2 
2L~ • L~o 87.1 
25.)) 91. 5 9:1J .1~ 
29.0 ;y; .• o 
]o.3 0 2 7 .I •• 
)2.G .. ·, k <)(:... / 
:A. j 9•1 /.I · •-1- • ·r 9).3 
1.~o. 9 95.8 9G.2 9G.'.; 
:;4. 5 98.1 9n 7. o.:.; ~Y).1 
- --·~: ....... ~ .. ....... ·~ ............. ~.~ 
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Table 4. l?article Size Distribution values for the 
Energy Input E 46.61.j.r 10 6 (dyne cm/c~) = 
d wt. 9fi < d 
" 
yi) A B (4 vol % sand) C (8 vol % sand) 
0 .1 oLI. 8.o 1o /14~ 9 
o.2o7 9 • L~ 12.8 17.3 
o.4o 12.1 •'16. 2 21. 7 
1.94 27.9 
·1.97 32.5 38.1 
2.o; 30.8 
2.o? 34·. 3 ~"j() • 8 
2 .1G 3;2. G 
2.20 3'.J.3 11.?. 0 
2 ')) . ( - )) .(_j 
2. ~/!- -·'7 G ) .. /1. ') 2 l { •• • 
2 .1: j 3:). l) 
') I (._. )0 11-0.) 1\.
1).l~ 
2.69 11.1. 7 
'1 '? /, l.j.!~. 9 LI " :,, L.. / ·O •:) 
2. 98 11·). 3 
3.0) Wl .5 '//. 8 ., 
.. , ') r. 113 .1 ) • r.) ;. } 
) ) . ,,.2 r:· /, -, './j.4 ')')oC.. i j 
3.90 '.J'I· • J 
'-~. o9 60.0 1)) 9 .. . 
. / 
-
71 
-
?~ 
f 
d wt. % d < I ;,, 
'1~ 
·•1 
(y) A B (L~ vol% sand) C (8 vol ,.,, sand) j,,I ';O 
f· 
:-{; 
14-. 79 61.8 ,, ;· ~; 
1,f 
4.85 62.6 65.2 
5.71 66.5 ,; 
5.79 68.1 69.o ,f ·,. 
6.45 70.6 
\r, 
6.76 72.1 72.6 
7.05 72.5 
7.69 7~.4 76.o 
f 
/' 
..t'~:C 8.18 76.L~ 
8.C3 77.1 77.7 
9 .J.l-1 79.3 
r). cy1 80.0 7y.9 
1 o. '?1 E31 . 5 
1 '] . 2LJ. a2.2 0') 2 UL.• 
12.77 8'.;.8 
12. Y5 8'.j.(_J C) ;. [.:" U)o) 
16. 97 8·). 2 
17.23 8cL5 89.1 
21 . o1+ 91. 2 
21.35 92.1 92.1 
,. 
25.57 93.6 9Li-. 3 'f I 
29. o1 9G.o 
2(). 75 95.9 
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d wt. % < d 
CJ1) A B ( 4- vol ~6 sand) C (8 vol cl 1J sand) 
3o.29 96.9 
• 
33.8 97,5 
3'-1·, 29 97.9 97.G 
4-o,3 98.5 
4-o,9 98,7 98.6 
s 
53.6 99 .4-
54-. 5 99.1 99, 1 
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1J~abl0 ), l 1artlclo ('I j u .. zo iHn 'liri hutlon V9,luon for the 
Enerc;;y Input E 11!.lj., (iLJ.11 1 o 6 (d;yne cm/e) ::: 
d wt. ('/ /0 < d 
01) A B ( /~ vol r,I fJ and) C (8 vol 01 f:lUDd) 10 /J 
--~ 
'i 
o .1011. 11+. 9 111-. 9 1G. o 
') '? 0, ( .. 0 1 c:i. o 1 u. 0 2o .,,. ,ii 
,, 
o •11-0 27 22.9 2CJ, o ') :J,O } 
,;) 
1, Cf? lj.Q. 5 '1-1 .1 lj.1). 9 ' 
r) '? ( ..• 0 11. ~. '.j 11.11, 0 LI '7 , F3 
;~. ;~o /~I)• Q 'I'). G /J.Cj .1 
;~. 311. W/ .o 'l·t. :> )0. (j 
;_! • JO 11 (). ) 11.<). C c- '! I I )( .. 
') 171 I 'J 'j;l, lj. )),1 { . ) )t .. , 0 
).O'; I I I j),) 1/). () c·•; '> ) . (_) 
~. ,, ; ) ')!~. C I. f) ,,, )(J. (.J VI.;: 
1: , d) ( /1 • () ( /1. 11 C'J. !·!i 
/ I '} I I ( I ') UJ, 11 '70. ~ I• (Jj I J .I • I 
J.TJ 1(), 'J 171 I )•) '7 j .(; 
C • '7C r;e ( ) . _) 'l'} ,, (J. () '?CJ • 0 
'7 ( ( I 
• ) J f!io. ,,. Bo. 11 no.Ci 
U.Cj Bj.o I)') ( / (11 .. t / 8~~. 9 
CJ. 91 LV! .1 1.v: .1 8'' '/ ',·. / 
[; 11 , 211. 0( 9 [3'7, 0 n7. ;l i, u .J •. 
i 
1 ') 91 r. •• ' ) 13<). ,,. ')<) '/ ~ ) . 90.1 i 
d wt. 96 
Cy) A J3 (L~ vol 96 
17.23 93.7 93.9 
) 21. 35. 96.5' 9G.7 25.55 97.9 97.9 
2). o1 98.5 
3o.29 98. '+ 
311·. 29 99.2 99.2 
L~o • 9 99.6 99.6 
5ll .• ) 99.8 99.7 
< d 
sand) C (8 vol 
9'+.o 
96.5 
98.o 
98.7 
99.3 
99.6 
99.7 
ol 
;O sand) 
'."i 
: j 
·) 
k 
·.r 
;l 
' 
' 
' j, 
' ··v, 
._,:•, .. 
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Table 6. 325-mesh Doreen Residues of Carbon ~ t 
Black Premixes . 1:r 
E•1o6 (dyne cm/g) 15.88 
,.(· 
sand conc.(vol %) 0 4 8 ) 
siftinG residue 4.958 3.810 3.615 
distribution value 4.o 3.5 3.1 ,, 
•,\ 
E•1o6 (dyne cm/g) 46.64 
'I. sand conc.(vol %) 0 4 8 
•, 
I, 
L 
siftinc~ resiclue 2.915 2.099 2. 091'-l-
distribution value 1.3 1 .1 1.1 
E •1o 6 ( <lyne cm/g) 111-11-. 61+ 
r;and cone. ( vol rt) 1) 0 J_~ 8 
sift:Lnc; ros:L<luc 1. 5911· 1 • ~;2() 1 r-r) 'j • )' I. 
distribution value 0 .4- 0. /~ o.3 
.' 
·. '. ".:;'., .... ;_ 
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11.'able 7. Reflectance Values (Roo) 
energy input (dyne cm/g) 15.88•10 6 
sand cone. (vol ~6) 0 Lj. 
o.oo (g CB/s stmJ) 100 100 
0.02 
. II 20.5 19.o 
0.05 II 12.5 9.1 
o.1o II 7.5 4.8 
o.15 II 5.5 3.7 
energy input (dyne cm/e;) L~6 • 61+ir10 6 
sand cone. ( vol 16) 0 4 
o.oo ( c; CB/rr u StBW) 100 100 
0.02 II 1 '.;). 0 15. 0 
0.05 II 1 'l. o '?. 0 
0 .10 i- r: 4.4 11 .J. ) 
0 .15 II /.j .• '.5 2.9 
energy input (dyne cm/g) 1 lj.Lj .• 6L~ • 10 6 
sand cone. (vol ~6) 0 Lj. 
o.oo ( /1' , __ ) CD/lj 0 tB\'1) /,.) .. 100 100 
0.02 II 11.o 9 r.· . ) 
0.05 II 6.o Lj., 75 
o.1 o II 7. 7 )o 3,o 
0.15 II ') 5 c... 2.o 
8 
100 
18.o 
6.5 
3.5 
2.o 
8 
100 
1 :; • o 
5.5 
3.75 
2.o 
8 
100 
G.2 
3.5 
2.o 
1.75 
'.i 
lj 
' j 
,, ' 
. I 
,·., 
\ 
•)' 
···~ '· 
- ?? -
Table 8. -log (Roo/Ro) Y} 
··1 
i' t 
energy input (dyne cm/ g) 15.88 •106 
·• 
sand cone. (vol%) 0 4 8 
o.oo (g CB/g GtBW) 0 0 0 I 
0.02 o.69 T) o.74 II 0o L 
0.07 II o.9o 1.04 1.19 ,.j 
o.1 o II 1.12 1. 32 1.47 
,. 
0.15 1.26 1.43 1.70 ·~ II 
'· energy input ( <J.:yne cm/r 1;) l~G • 6L1. • 1 o 6 
sand cone. (vol (./) ;U 0 11. 8 
o.oo ( ,,. (.) CL/[~ "·!T'v) I) J .) ' 0 0 0 
o.o?. II 0.72 o~) o.uc. o.8() 
1· 
o.9C 1 .1 ( > 1.2c o.o,; II 
0 .10 II 1. 2G 1 . )f J 1. /ij 
o .1 '.J II 1 • j'J 1. '}I 1. '/o 
cnc11~Y h11m L ( d.ynn cm; c;) 111.L1 .• UI- • 1 o 6 
--·--
sand cone. ( vol "') ;o 0 'l 8 
o.oo ( rr 0 CB/c; "till./) 1..J j.) I 0 0 0 
0.02 II o.9G 1 • o;~ 1. 21 
O.O) II 1 'Y> • c..r_ 1 ·/r) • Jr_ 1 • '1·'7 
o.1o 1 .1.1-:5 I r.· ,, 1. '?o f II ' . '),._ i; 
0.15 II 1.Go 1. '/o 1.76 
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Table 9, K/S-Valu0s of 
energy input (dyne ern/g) 
-
sand cone. (vol%) 
o.oo (g CD/c; stmv) 
0.02 II 
0.05 II 
o.1 o II 
0 .15 II 
energy input (dyne ern/G) 
sand cone. (vol ~b) 
o.oo ( r; CB/G StB\'/) 
0.02 II 
0.05 II 
0 .10 II 
0 .15 II 
enerr;y input (dyne em/r,;) 
sand cone. (vol%) 
o.oo (g CB/c; GtB\t/) 
0.02 II 
o.o5 II 
0 .10 II 
0 .15 II 
(CB Prernix/StBW)-i·dxtures 
15.881110 G 
0 4 8 
0 0 0 
1. 51~-15 1,72G6 1.8G78 
3.062 4-. 51+o 6.725 
5 • 7oL~ 9,44 13, 3o 
8.120 12.53 2L~, o1 
/1-6 , 64- II 1 0 6 
0 4. 8 
0 0 0 
1,7266 2.1-1-08 2.911 
3,Goo G, 178 8.120 
8 .12o 1o.3So 12.35 
10 .130 16. 2(>0 2L!-, o1 
111.4. 6'1·, 1 o G 
0 L~ 8 
0 0 0 
3.600 4.311 7,o9G 
7,363 9,55 13.30 
12.53 15.GS 24-. o1 
19.o1 211 .• o1 2'7.60 
;. 
·-t 
,, 
.; 
; 
- ?9 -
Table 1o. Slope ratios of (K/S - energy input)-
plots 
-.._ 
,_) 
g CB/g StBW o % sand 4 % sand 8 % sand 
0.02 1 1 .1 2.4 
0.05 2 2.1 3.1 
o .1 o 2.9 2.9 5.8 
0 .15 5.1 L~. 9 1.8 
\ 
., 
'' 
. ·~ 
,,, 
', 
~ .. · .... ,, .. ' '-·' ' 
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C. ODEN's Method of Intercepts ExDlained by a Nwncrical 
Example 
Since ODEN' s method of intercepts is a \videly used 
form of obtaining part{cle size distribution curves from 
sedimentation data it was not presented in section II,C. 
However, because of the completeness of the presentation 
it is explained at this place while presenting a complete 
numerical example of sedimentation. 
The following case is chosen: 
premix: 3o wt ~6 carbon black, Regal 330 R 
dispersion aid concentration: o % (no sand) 
vehicle: 2o wt% Versamid 930 in n-butanol 
batch size m = 300 g 
premix time t = 2 min 
rotational speed N = 7800 rpm 
weight on the torque table V = 6.~ g 
pov,er in:r.iut: P = 2 71'r vJ g N / 60 ( 17) 
= 2 7r·7. 62 · G. ~ •981 ·7800/60 
= 39. 69 •10 6 dyne Cli1jGec 
_£)!l,J; Cl:1 
seer.:: sec 
enerr;y input: E = 2 ti'r Wt; N t/m 
= Pt 60/m ( 18) 
dyne cm sec 
-'.: --sec c; 
= 15.88•106 dyne cm/g 
This premix \'JaS diluted dovin to 1 ~:, wt cn:cbon black anu. 
o. 95 96 wt Versamid 930 in n-butanol. 1.rhc meniscus levels 
recorded at different times are given in Table 11. 
' ' 
'"' 
,·.·'i 
, I 
'i 
i J 
(_-_.:,,,· .'"::'."'~\· ~· : ·- : '\ 
•:. 
- 81 
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Table 11. Change in Vehicle Level and thus Percent 
Carbon Black Settled with Sedimentation Time 
t (min) L Lo - L P (9h) 
-0 0 
5 26.6 o.259 5.19 
-11 6 26.5 0.359 7 .19 i ,· 
' 
·\, 8 26.4 o.459 9 .19 -· 
I 11 26.3 0.559 11.19 '! 
13 26.2 o.659 13.19 
15 26.13 0.729 14. 59 
/ 3o 25.83 1.029 20.60 (' 
41 25.65 1.209 2Lt, 2o 
47 25.52 1.339 26.Bo 
63 25.40 1. 1+59 29.21 
77 25.20 1.659 33.21 
1o3 25.oo 'l. 859 3?.21 
120 2LJ-. 9o 1. 959 39,21 
135 2Lt • 80 2.059 1+1 . ~2 
156 2/_J-. 72 2.139 I.J-2.82 
181 24.56 2.299 4-6. o;~ 
218 211-. 4-o 2 • Lt'.;9 /j.'-) 2 ,--, . _{_ 
211-7 2Lt. 25 ~~. Go9 52.22 
272 2ft .15 2.709 54.23 
305 2Lt • o5 2.8o9 56.2~ 
335 23.90 2,959 59,23 
380 23,75 3, 1o9 62.23 
415 23,63 3.229 6Lt, 6L~ 
608 23. '] 0 3,759 75 • 2L/. 
1 oLJ-7 22.55 1t, 3o9 86.25 
12o2 22.50 4,359 87,25 
1385 22, Lt5 Lt JI-O~) 88.2C 
1573 02 ;,r-c.. • )7 4.5o9 9o.26 
1852 22.25 Lt• 609 9') 2" '--. -b 
2LJ-95 2') 1 c. .• 0 11- • 759 9 l- 0 6 '),c .. -
3o1o · 21.98 Lt• 879 97,G6 
3316 21. <)Ii- Lj .• 919 98 •1~7 
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Equations (7) and (1o) provide the mean for converting 
these measurements into weight 9~ settled: 
P = const "L 
= Kir(L - L) 
0 ( 11) 
The value for lmax could be taken as 27.9. However, for 
better accuracies use was made of two auxiliary reference 
tubes as pointed out in section III,C. These two tubes 
were drained after 5 minutes and at the end of the sedi-
mentation after 3316 minutes. 
The weicht % settled were: 
t = 5 min w = 5.19 % 
t = 3316 min : w = 98.'1·7 96 
Application of equation (13) leads to an expression for 
the initial level 1 · 
o· 
L Lt 
co 
- c 
Lo = C 
1 
- 0 
co - ct 
Lo = L -c·--c -
- t 
0 
0 
0 
- C 
- C\ 
-0-
C - t 
C - C 
.L o 
· t ..,.C __ --.C-
t 
(13a) 
= 26.6 1 - 0:0153 ~ _ 21 9~· 1 - 0~9481 
o.9481 - o.01~, · o.948 - 0.0153 
= 26.859 
Thus 1:1ith the value for 1
0 
1J.1abl0 11 can be cornpJ.e-Lou. ~.1hG 
constant Kin equation (11) can also be evaluated: 
.. 
·, 
~ if 
. ·' 
: :r 
·< 
i 
''! 
,, 
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K = P/(L0 - L) (11a) 
= 5.19/(26.859 - 26.6) = 98.47/(26.859 - 21.94) 
= 20.01716 
Having this inforraation the wt ~6 settled, P is calculated.. 
Pis now plotted versus t. A method is available to con-
vert the P(t)-data to values representing the percent of 
solid present as particles large enough to have settled 
completely in a given time. The percent settled Pis made 
up of two classes of particles: 
1. Those particles larGe enough to have completely settled 
from the top o.f the column past the orifice of the side 
tube in time t. This portion will be called S. 
2. Those smaller particles which were initially located 
at intermccliutc points in the column ancl ,.,hich settled 
past the orifice of the side tube. rrhe rate of se:1-irnen-
tation of these smaller particles ar:.; a r~roun at a rsi-
ven tir:1c i:-, d:J> / d t. Thus the portion of these snaller 
particles which have passed tho orifice after a certain 
time is c;ivcn iJy t· (dl'/dt) 
'l'hus the total porcent settled at Lime t is r:i ven b·u. ,_) J. 
P = S + t (dP/dt) ( 17) 
This is the equation of a sLraicht line with the slope 
(dP/dt) tanr~ont to the P("li)-curvc at tirne t and ·inter-
cepting tho P-m::is at percent 8. By drawinc a series of 
these tancents at various times, it is possible to de-
termine the ::;ettl:Lnr.i time requirccl by each 1n.1.rticle size 
ranc;o and. the fraction of particles in that range (ODEN'o 
method.of intercepts). The relation between the 
'l.t, 
,., .... ,.:,' :i .. , 
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sedimenta·liion time t and the equivalent spherical radius 
is given by STOKES' - law: 
where: 
2 r = (9yh)/(2dJg)·(1/t) = const/t (1oa) 
t = viscosity of the suspension medium 
h = height of the suspension above the orifice 
of the side tube 
~9 = density difference between carbon black and 
suspension medium 
g = standard acceleration of gravity 
t = time 
8 3 2 2 
r2 = 9Ao.o25•26.8•1o . ! ( g cm cm sec µ ) 
2·1.o57·981·Go t cm sec g cm s~c cm2 
= ~~ (p2) 
r = V 5o~G. 6' ()1) (18) 
For a settlinG-timc of 15 minutes one reads the intercept 
of the tangent to be LJ-.2 r;6, ueanin(..; that 100 - L) .• 2 = 95,8 ~j 
of all particles are smaller than the particles which can 
be evaluated by equation (18) for the time of 15 minutes. 
For a time of 25 minutes the intercept is 7.5 %, i.e. 
92, 5 56 of all particles arc smaller than the particles 
corrcspondin3 to a sot·~linc time of 25 minutes. Thus 
7,5 - LJ .• 2 = 3,3 ~·6 of all part:Lcle:3 are betv,ce;n t}1c two 
, , .. 
rao.11. 
One obtains the foJ.lowinc particle size clistribution cu1'vc: 
) 
-
85 
-
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f 
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Table .12. Particle Size Di.s tri bµtion ( l:fuineri.cal Examp1le) 
• I . 
h 
r.\ 
1< g~ time radius me·an wt % wt 7b 
[ 
.:\~ . l (min) [ range 
·,• diam?ter in size < 
,, 
ti 
,•, 
'•, .~ 
(p) (y) . diameter 
t 
range 
\S ,, f, 
~ 
< 
i 5 > 31.9 63.8 1.9 
,.1 
100 
t ;,; ~ 
I I' 1o 31.90 to 22.55 54.45 2·.3 98.1 
' 1 
't· 15 22.55 to 18.30 ·4o •. 85 3. 3. 95.8 
.f 
25 18. 3o to 14.30 32.60 5.4 92.5 ~ 
·, 
:i 
5o 14. 3o to 1o.1 o 24.40 5.6 87.1 
I, 
100 1o.1o to 7 .13 17.23 1.5 81.5 
) 
1·5o 7 .13 to 5.82 12.9-5 6.2 80.0 
l 200 5.82 5.04 11.24 73.8 
' 
to Lj. • 0 
( 
300 5.04 to 4. :12 9.52 L~ • 3 G:).8 
400 L\., 12 to 3. lj7 7.69 2.7 (-) ~ 0 •J 
500 3.57 to 3.19 6.7G L~ • 8 62.8 
600 3 .19 to 2.91 6.1 o 7,4 5S.o 
750 2.91 to ') 60 L.. . ). )1 9.o )0.6 
1000 2.60 to 2.25 /.j .• 85 8.8 4-"l.G 
1250 2.25 to 2.02 Lj., 27 5,6 32.8 
150.0 2.02 to 1. SL~ ,5.86 3. 'I 27.2 
1750 1. SL~ to 1.71 3.55 7. G :;; . 2'!-.1 
{:·· .. 
I t:: 
3. 31 2.13 2o.5 
.~ 
'2000 1. 71 to 1.Go 
'( 
~~ ' 
t" 
. 2-500 1.60 'GO 1 , 11-3 .3. o3 1~. 2 17. 7 
·.: 
1' 
I• 
1.Llj 1.30 ') 73 3 ... 5 13. 5 
1{i 
,, 3qoo to 
2. 
L.- I 
,, 
.,+ 
'+Ooo 1.30 to 1.13 2 • Llj 5.5 10 .. 0 -.~· . ·, 
.'I 
1.13 · 2 •. 26 ll .• 5 . L~.) 
... 
. '.i~;;::", 
< 
:::\ 
,. 
i 
[' 
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A simple method of checking the P( t) - curve at sorne 
points is by drawing e.g. two tangents for the same time t 
at two different time - scale - curves. This is rlone in 
Ficure 22 for t = 600 minutes o Tho tan~e11ts of. tte 
(o - 600 min) - scale and of the (o - 6000 min) - scale 
have to give the same intercept. 
The particle size distribution curve is the same as 
the one given in Table 3 (A). However, this one does not 
yet include the values obtained from the ultracentrifuge. 
The exrerimental procedure is explained in III,C,4. The 
analysis of the removed samples gives directly the wt 5f> -
settled - clata, P. Again P(t) is plotted versus t and by 
ODEN' s method of intercepts as outlined ,1ust above the 
additional data of Table 3 arc obtained. 
,.' 
·, 
., 
' 
' 
' 
'j 
. ' 
( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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